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A ﬁbre-reinforced hyperelastic–viscoplastic model using a ﬁnite strain Finite Element
(FE) analysis is presented to study the expansive growth of cell walls. Based on the
connections between biological concepts and plasticity theory, e.g. wall-loosening and
plastic yield, wall-stiffening and plastic hardening, the modelling of cell wall growth is
established within a framework of anisotropic viscoplasticity aiming to represent the
corresponding biology-controlled behaviour of a cell wall. In order to model in vivo
growth, special attention is paid to the differences between a living cell and an isolated
wall. The proposed hyperelastic–viscoplastic theory provides a unique framework to
clarify the interplay between cellulose microﬁbrils and cell wall matrix and how this
interplay regulates sustainable growth in a particular direction while maintaining the
mechanical strength of the cell walls by new material deposition. Moreover, the effect
of temperature is taken into account. A numerical scheme is suggested and FE case
studies are presented and compared with experimental data.
& 2011 Elsevier Ltd. Open access under CC BY license.1. Introduction
How cells expand despite the presence of the cell wall is a central issue in plant biology (Refregier et al., 2004). Animal
and plant cells differ fundamentally with respect to their mode of cell enlargement. The typical cells in the animal body
enlarge basically by an increase in plasma content in an isotonic environment. In contrast, the protoplasts of plant cells are
encased in a rigid, elastically expandable cell wall inﬁltrated with water containing only moderate, osmotically negligible
amounts of solutes (Schopfer, 2006). Wall synthesis without mechanical relaxation would only cause wall thickening
without inducing the water uptake needed for wall extension and cell volume enlargement (Cosgrove, 1993a). To grow,
plant cells must physically expand their restraining cell walls, while at the same time preserving the wall’s mechanical
integrity in the face of high turgor pressures. This is a delicate process that may be considered from many points of views
(Cosgrove, 2000).
Lockhart (1965a,b) summarized a wide range of experimental data on wall extensibility in a formula that was readily
comprehensive and became established as the well-known ‘Lockhart equation’
rg ¼FðPYÞ ð1Þ
where rg is the growth strain rate which is either positive for P4Y or zero for PrY, F is the extensibility of the cell wall, P
is the turgor pressure, and Y is the yield threshold, i.e. the minimum pressure required for growth (Verbelen and. Becker).
BY license.
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adjustable under some conditions (Cosgrove 1986). This simple Eq. (1) clearly states that the rate of cell expansion is a
product of the imbalance between turgor pressure and the mechanical properties of the cell wall, emphasizing that the
principal players are to be found in the symplast as well as in the apoplast (Verbelen and Vissenberg, 2007). Thus a central
question is posed in developmental biology of plants: whether and how mechanical forces serve as cues for cellular
behaviour (Dumais, 2007; Dumais and Steele, 2000; Hamant et al., 2008; Hamant and Traas, 2009; Steele, 2000). However,
the Lockhart equation itself only provides a very limited answer to this question.
Although it has great merits for describing and measuring growth in physical terms, the Lockhart equation ignores the
vectorial aspects of anisotropic growth and provides no hints with respect to the molecular changes in the wall properties
(Schopfer, 2006). The long-term question of cell wall growth anisotropy is still waiting for a mechanical model handling
anisotropic deformation (Baskin, 2005). Therefore, as a further development of the Lockhart model, multiscale constitutive
modelling of cell wall anisotropic growth is a vital step to understand the role of mechanical forces in developmental
biology and to develop predictable integrative models. However, although basic biomechanical frameworks of growth
modelling have been discussed during recent decades in various ﬁelds, it is suggested that a universal mechanical growth
law may not exist because the driving mechanism may be tissue dependent (Taber, 1995). Indeed, the growth constitutive
law of cell wall depends on the unique characteristics of the wall structure and growth mechanisms.
It is widely accepted that the plant cell wall is considered to be a composite in which cellulose microﬁbrils are
embedded into an amorphous matrix composed of hemicellulose, pectins and proteins. The composite must satisfy two
contradictory requirements. It must be strong enough to resist the mechanical stress (which may exceed 108 Nm2
(1000 bar)) generated by the cell turgor pressure and at the same time it must be sufﬁciently compliant to permit
irreversible wall expansion. The cell wall accommodates these requirements through its composite structure, having stiff
microﬁbrils with high mechanical strength in series with a viscoplastic amorphous matrix that moves in a controlled
fashion (Cosgrove, 2001). Fig. 1 shows a schematic structure of a full anisotropic cell wall. The cellulose molecules form
semi-crystalline microﬁbrils, several nanometres in width and many micrometres long, may be cross-linked by
hemicelluloses molecules (McCann et al., 1990). Microﬁbrils have a tensile strength similar to that of steel, and are
relatively inert and inextensible in growth (Iwamoto et al., 2009; Marga et al., 2005). The matrix consists of hemicelluloses
with cross-linked microﬁbrils that form a load-bearing network, as well as pectins and proteins elaborated around the
microﬁbril scaffold (Marga et al., 2005). Neighbouring microﬁbrils tend to be roughly parallel, giving the cell wall a mat-
like appearance and a distinct structural anisotropy. Thus the cell wall can be modelled as a fully anisotropic compositeCellulose microfibrils 
Pectin 
Hemicellulose 
(crosslink) 
x
y
z
Cell wall 
Fig. 1. Distribution of cellulose microﬁbrils and the cross-links in cell walls.
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element (see Fig. 1). It is noted that there exists a model based on the alternative assumption of discontinuous ﬁbres
(Burgert and Fratzl, 2007; Gao et al., 2003) which could account for (plastic) elongation of cell wall in the direction of the
microﬁbrils. As the present work focuses on the cell wall without growth in the direction of the microﬁbrils, the hypothesis
of continuous microﬁbrils is reasonable to characterise the role of microﬁbrils in anisotropic growth.
The structure of the hemicellulose cross-links between cellulose microﬁbrils is still an open question. Generally there
are three different models: (a) the ‘‘tethered network’’ model, (b) the ‘‘multicoat’’ model, and (c) the ‘‘stratiﬁed cell wall’’
model as shown in Fig. 1 (Cosgrove, 2001; Burgert and Fratzl, 2007). In contrast to cellulose microﬁbrils which mainly play
the role of load-bearing and are relatively inert in growth, the cross-links are connected with cell wall loosening which is
the most crucial step in cell wall growth and the key to connect expansive growth with plasticity material models.
The wall loosening refers to the rearrangement of load-bearing cross-links which must occur in order to relax the wall
stress and to allow polymer slippage as water is taken in and the wall expands irreversibly (Cosgrove, 1993b). In this
interpretation, wall loosening is analogous to, and is referred to in the biological literature as (plastic) yielding. The
irreversible expansion is therefore referred to as plastic deformation. Although the molecular details of wall loosening are
largely unknown, there is convincing evidence that cells produce some kind of a wall-loosening factor that mediates a
metabolically controlled chemo-rheological process facilitating the plastic deformation of the cell walls under the tensile
force produced by turgor pressure (Schopfer, 2006). The idea of a wall loosening enzyme, e.g. enzymes which can break
and transfer cross-links, is prevailing (Cosgrove, 1993b). This idea is analogous to the concept of crystal slip in plasticity,
allowing the implementation of an equivalent plastic model of cell wall growth.
However, it is noted that, although a rough analogy exists between cell wall growth and metal plasticity, they differ
from each other in the following three aspects. First, unlike metal plastic yielding models of in which the applied force
(stress) is the direct driving force of yielding, turgor pressure on cell wall is appropriately termed a passive driving force for
expansive growth in the limited sense that it provides the necessary mechanical force needed for wall yielding. There do
not appear to be well established cases in which the yielding is mediated directly by a change in turgor pressure (Cosgrove,
1987). Instead, the regulatory aspects of cell growth appear to be controlled through changes in the cell wall properties
which determine when walls shall become plastic and when they shall remain stable and rigid (Beckman, 1971).
Second, although irreversible expansive growth results from the breaking of bonds or cutting of cross-links in the cell
wall matrix, it does not indicate that the matrix is irreversibly damaged (Proseus and Boyer, 2007). As a universal
phenomenon, the living cell is able to self-recover (Keckes et al., 2003) or self-stabilise (Stamenovic and Ingber, 2009)
under stress while regulating its behaviour using the stresses. This ability may be attributed to the molecular assembly
(Cosgrove, 1997; Stamenovic and Ingber, 2009) which is one of the essential differences between cell wall growth and
metal plasticity.
Third, the expansive growth of the cell surface by turgor pressure cannot proceed without the addition of new wall
material because the cell wall would quickly become thinner and eventually rupture (Dumais et al., 2006). Wall loosening
must therefore be accompanied by wall reinforcement in order to maintain the strength of the expansion. This
requirement is generally satisﬁed by the synthesis of cellulose and other polysaccharides and their apposition to the
inner surface of the wall (new material deposition). As much as 90–99% of the wall is new by the time the cell matures
(Roberts, 1994). However, the incorporation of new materials in the growing wall can also downregulate growth by
increasing wall stiffness (Schopfer, 2006). How the expansive growth integrates with wall deposition to generate a
growth-sustaining activity is the key issue of mechanical modelling of in vivo cell growth since this is how the living cells
essentially differ from the cell walls isolated from the necessary environment for growth (isolated walls) (Proseus and
Boyer, 2006).
Therefore, the unique and essential quality of expansively growing cells ultimately lies in the yielding characteristics of
the wall (Cosgrove, 1993b). The dynamic process of in vivo cell expansive growth depends on a balance of wall-loosening
and wall-stiffening processes that can be independently regulated by different growth factors such as hormones and light
(Schopfer, 2006). A proper mechanical model should adequately represent these constitutive responses which indicate an
intrinsic connection between cell wall expansive growth and plasticity theory.
To develop the growth model in a framework of plasticity theory, it is worth looking back on the Lockhart model.
Although it unveiled the viscoplastic behaviour of cell wall growth and has been extensively used in biological research,
the Lockhart equation and its other modiﬁcations (see, e.g. Cosgrove, 1986; Geitmann and Ortega, 2009; Green et al., 1971;
Ortega, 1990; Ray et al., 1972; Schopfer, 2006) cannot meet the requirement of more sophisticated analytical solutions or
Finite Element (FE) numerical analysis, which essentially is due to the fact that the Lockhart model is a semi-empirical
coordinate-dependent scalar equation rather than a frame-indifferent tensorial constitutive law.
To resolve the problem, some researchers suggested a tensor format of the original Lockhart equation or a
thermodynamic modelling of polymer networks (see, e.g. Pietruszka, 2009; Veytsman and Cosgrove, 1998). Another
method is to directly apply (elasto-visco) plasticity theory taking Lockhart equation as its consistent volumetric/uniaxial
format. Boudaoud (2003) investigated the growth of isolated walled cells. The cells were modelled as elastic shells
containing a liquid. Cell growth is driven by ﬂuid pressure and is similar to a perfectly plastic deformation. Dumais et al.
(2006) developed an anisotropic viscoplastic thin shell model of cell walls which was a ﬁrst attempt at integrating
mechanical deformation driven by turgor pressure and new material deposition. Application of their approach to the
morphogenesis of tip-growing cells illustrates how the viscoplastic properties of the cell wall affect the shape of the cell.
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However, there are four important features missing in these models.
First, the mechanical role of cellulose microﬁbrils has not been introduced explicitly in these plastic models. In contrast
to metal plastic deformation, growing cells grow in a particular direction while re-organizing themselves to the
surroundings. It is widely accepted that cellulose microﬁbrils, the most pronounced structural unit of the cell wall, play
a role as mechanical constraints which regulate the anisotropic growth (Bruce, 2003; Kerstens et al., 2001). This idea has
been exploited in some ﬁbre-reinforced elastic or viscous models. Hettiaratchi and O’callagham (1978) proposed a ﬁbre-
reinforced elastic model of cell walls assuming that the cell wall matrix can be characterised either by neo-Hookean or
Mooney–Rivlin material models. The presence of microﬁbrils has been simulated by treating the matrix as being
reinforced by thin inextensible cords. By using the analogy between plant cell and cardiac tissue, Chaplain (1993)
suggested that the strain energy of plant cell walls has a similar form to that of a cardiac tissue in which microﬁbrils were
treated as extensible. Recently, Dyson and Jensen (2010) suggested a ﬁbre-reinforced viscous ﬂuid model which
considered the time-dependent behaviour of cell walls.
The coexistence of plastic models (without ﬁbre-reinforcement) and ﬁbre-reinforced elastic/viscous models actually
indicates the complexity of cell wall growth. The plastic models emphasize the matrix-dominated mechanisms, e.g. wall
loosening, which directly connect to bio-regulation of in vivo growth by enzymes. By contrast, ﬁbre-reinforced elastic or
viscous models pay attention to ﬁbre-dominated mechanisms which reﬂect the role of stress equilibrium and kinematic
compatibility in cell wall deformation mainly observed in in vitro experiments. Both kinds of mechanisms are reasonable
and have their own supporting evidence from experimental data. From the point of view of integrative biology, ﬁbre-
reinforced elasto-viscoplastic model can unite the two kinds of mechanisms and can reconcile the existing models.
Second, the deposition of new material has not been considered in models based on plasticity theory. Dumais et al.
(2006) treated the deposition by a kinematic assumption based on the fact that cell wall thickness of the tip of a root
hair remains roughly constant during growth. This assumption bridged the gap between two different growth
mechanisms, i.e. turgor-driven expansion and mass deposition, and was useful in application. However, for more general
modelling, the assumption is too strict to represent the fact that the two mechanisms are essentially independent.
Derbyshire et al. (2007) and Refregier et al. (2004) reported that the wall thickening by new material deposition was not
always tightly coupled to the expansion. Proseus et al. (1999) reported elongation driven by rapid turgor pulses for which
wall deposition was negligible. Moreover, from the point of view of phenomenological modelling, this observable
assumption of thickness does not take into account the interplay between expansion and wall deposition at the molecular
scale which can only be modelled by using internal variables. However, as the ideal-plastic model was used, internal
variables were not been considered in the existing plastic models (Boudaoud, 2003; Dumais et al., 2006). A more
general growth model should accommodate the wall expansion and wall deposition in a uniﬁed viscoplastic framework
in which hardening parameters represent the interplay between different mechanisms to balance wall-loosening and
wall-stiffening.
Third, the effect of temperature has not been discussed in the existing viscoplastic models. The yielding of cell wall,
which is considered to be the key characteristics of growth, is regulated by enzymic mechanisms. Temperature has large
effects on growth because the enzyme reactions involve chemical bonds having high activation energies (Proseus et al.,
1999). A viscoplastic model taking account of temperature would be more useful for understanding growth and ﬁtting
experimental data.
Finally, ﬁnite strain theory was absent in the existing viscoplastic models. The cell wall may enlarge by 10 to 100 fold
(Roberts, 1994) during expansive growth. Thus a growth model based on ﬁnite strain theory is required in the FE analysis.
On the other hand, it is noted that several speciﬁc growth models were proposed in ﬁnite strain formats based on either
the one-component continuum theory or the mixture theory (see e.g. Cowin, 2004; Garikipati et al., 2004; Maugin, 2011;
Taber, 1995). The missing of a ﬁnite strain formulation of cell wall growth leaves a gap between the modelling of cell wall
growth and the existing growth modelling in other ﬁelds, e.g. cardiac hypertrophy (Rodriguez et al., 1994).
In summary, cell wall growth reﬂects the complexity of integrative biology. The modelling should be based on a
number of hypotheses to provide an improved understanding of the molecular interactions among cell wall polymers and
the development of mechanics-based models to handle anisotropic growth (Baskin, 2005).
In the present work a ﬁbre-reinforced hyperelastic–viscoplastic model with isotropic hardening is proposed using a
ﬁnite strain formulation and implemented in the ABAQUSs FE computer code. The theory of strain invariants proposed by
Gasser et al. (2006) for hyperelasticity and theory of stress invariants by Spencer (2001) for viscoplasticity are adopted and
developed further for the ﬁbre-reinforced growth model. The growth is treated as an anisotropic viscoplastic response and
is formulated within the general framework suggested by Moran et al. (1990) and Simo and Hughes (1998).
In order to clarify the mechanisms of anisotropic growth of the cell wall, a decomposition of growth is suggested. The
three parts of the growth, i.e. isochoric expansive growth, volumetric growth, and irreversible extension of microﬁbrils, are
modelled independently in a consistent framework of viscoplasticity. Furthermore, to obtain an integrative growth model,
the interplays between the isochoric expansive growth and the volumetric growth are discussed at two different scales,
which lead to the mechanism-based hardening law at a molecular scale and the evolution equation of wall thickness at
macroscopic scale. Based on the integrative constitutive model, an FE scheme is suggested to model the interplay among
expansive growth, turgor pressure, and temperature. Numerical case studies are presented to illustrate that the suggested
model can well represent some important characteristics of cell wall growth observed in experiments on Chara cell walls.
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2.1. Basic kinematics
At a certain initial time, the cell wall is represented as a continuum composite by its reference conﬁguration,B0, with
material points labelled by X 2 B0. At any current time, tA[0,þN), a mapping c : B0-Bt is a deformation which maps the
reference conﬁguration B0 onto the current conﬁguration Bt embedded into Euclidean space R3. The current position of a
material point X is written as x¼cðX,tÞ 2 Bt  R3. The deformation gradient is deﬁned as F(X,t)¼qc/qX with its Jacobian
denoted as J¼ detF40. In addition, the right and left Cauchy–Green tensors are deﬁned, respectively, as (Marsden and
Hughes, 1994)
C ¼ FTF , b¼ FFT : ð2Þ
To be consistent with the full anisotropic cell wall shown schematically in Fig. 1, it is assumed that there is a single
family of microﬁbrils inside a representative element of cell wall. Therefore, resorting to the terminology of the Cosserat
continuum (Marsden and Hughes, 1994), the local (averaged) kinematics of microﬁbrils can be represented by a
deformation of an extensible director attached to a representative material point. In the reference conﬁguration, the
director is represented by a unit vector a0(X)AS
2, where S2 is the unit sphere in R3, and is used to model vectors that are
free to point in any direction (Marsden and Hughes, 1994). By using the perfect matrix–ﬁbre bonding assumption (Gasser
et al., 2006), at time t the director is mapped into its current conﬁguration
aðX,tÞ ¼ FðX,tÞa0ðXÞ 2 R3: ð3Þ
Thus the deformation gradient F sufﬁces to deﬁne both the spatial direction
~a ¼ a=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
la
p
, ~aU ~a ¼ 1 ð4Þ
and the extension (stretch) of the director
la ¼ C : A0 ¼ trA ð5Þ
where A0¼a0a0 and A¼aa with Cartesian components (A0)IJ¼a0Ia0J and (A)ij¼aiaj, respectively, are deﬁned to be
structural tensors of order two, symbols ‘:’ and ‘’ denote the double contraction of tensors and the vector product,
respectively, and symbol ‘tr’ denotes the trace of tensor.
Therefore, the basic kinematics of model is described as the deformation c : B0-Bt mapping the pair of variables
ðX,a0Þ 2 B0  S2 onto ðx,aÞ 2 Bt R3.
2.2. Multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient
Skalak (1981) pointed out that if the growth strains of each element of an originally unloaded and stress-free body are
geometrically compatible, then the body remains stress-free after the growth occurs. If the growth strains are incompatible,
however, internal (residual) stresses are generated. Chuong and Fung (1986a,b) used a nonlinear pseudo-elastic analysis to
discuss the purpose of residual stress which may exist and undergo dynamic changes in biological tissues. Combining and
extending the ideas of Skalak, Fung, and co-workers (Skalak, 1981; Chuong and Fung, 1986a,b; Fung, 1990), Rodriguez
et al. (1994) suggested a kinematics model of multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient into the mechanical
part and the growth part, just as employed in classical elasto-plasticity theory. By using Rodriguez’s approach, the total
deformation gradient, F, can be decomposed as follows:
F ¼ FeFg : ð6Þ
Here tensor Fg is the deformation solely due to the growth of cell wall material, which is not constrained by
surroundings and leaves the material in a zero-stress state. Tensor Fe is the accompanying elastic deformation that ensures
the compatibility of the total growth deformation. This decomposition is analogous to the counterpart in phenomen-
ological plasticity in which Fg represents the aggregate effect of dislocation motion and Fe the deformation caused by
lattice distortion and rigid rotation of the lattice and material (Moran et al., 1990). Based on this analogy, some of the
fundamental concepts, which are well established in classical plasticity theory based on the notion of an intermediate
stress-free conﬁguration (Simo and Hughes, 1998), can readily be applied to the ﬁeld of not only mechanical modelling of
growth, but also numerical analysis (Taber, 1995; Epstein and Maugin, 2000; Imatani and Maugin, 2002; Lubarda, 2004).
This concept sheds new light on cell wall growth modelling and becomes the starting point of the present study.
Following plasticity theory, the decomposition in Eq. (6) leads to the notion of a (local) intermediate conﬁguration, Bt ,
which consists of a collection of plastically deformed neighbourhoods deﬁned by a pull-back Fe1 from Bt onto Bt (see
Fig. 2). From a phenomenological standpoint, one interprets Fe1 as the local deformation that releases the residual stress
due to incompatibility of unconstrained growth from each neighbourhood on Bt . Accordingly it is assumed that the local
intermediate conﬁguration Bt is stress-free, which is consistent with the zero-stress state of unconstrained growth
(Rodriguez et al., 1994; Taber, 1995).
xF
Fg Fe
Intermediate configuration   t 
Reference configuration   0
Fe−1
Current configuration   t
X
a0 a
a
Fig. 2. Different geometric conﬁgurations and their relationships.
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respectively, as
C ¼ FeTFe, b¼ FeFeT : ð7Þ
Let g be the metric tensor on the current conﬁguration Bt . As Bt is embedded into Euclidean space R3, without loss in
generality, let g¼1 where 1 denotes the symmetric unit tensor with components dij(dij is Kronecker delta) in a Cartesian
reference system. Thus the elastic right Cauchy–Green tensor C, which is interpreted as a tensor deﬁned by pulling back
the metric tensor g from Bt onto Bt , is the metric tensor on Bt .
Let L¼ _FF1 be the spatial velocity gradient, where the symbol of superimposed dot denotes the material time
derivative. By using the decomposition in Eq. (6), the decomposition of L is obtained as follows (Moran et al., 1990):
L¼ _F eFe1þFe _F gFg1Fe1 ¼ LeþLg : ð8Þ
The symmetric parts of Le and Lg are denoted, respectively, as
De ¼ ðLeþLeT Þ=2, Dg ¼ ðLgþLgT Þ=2: ð9Þ
Eq. (9) leads to the decomposition of the rate of deformation tensor, D¼DeþDg, on Bt .
Mapping Le and Lg back to the intermediate conﬁguration Bt , we obtain the elastic and growth parts of the velocity
gradient on Bt , respectively, as
L
e ¼ Fe1 _F e, Lg ¼ _F gFg1: ð10Þ
The elastic and growth rates of deformation tensors on Bt , denoted as Deand Dg , are deﬁned by the symmetric parts of
L
e
and L
g
, respectively, as
D
e ¼ symLe ¼ ðCLeþLeTCÞ=2, Dg ¼ symLg ¼ ðCLgþLgTCÞ=2: ð11Þ
Following the framework of plasticity theory, the elastic and viscoplastic responses of the growing cell wall can be
formulated on the intermediate conﬁguration separately.
3. Hyperelastic response
Proseus and Boyer (2006) suggested that there are two kinds of intermolecular bonds in a cell wall matrix; the strong
bonds which are responsible for growth and are sensitive to temperature, and the weak bonds which are attributed to
elastic extension and are not sensitive to temperature. This suggestion leads to the assumption that the elastic potential is
unaffected by plastic ﬂow (Moran et al., 1990) which provides the basis for the hyperelastic formulation on the
intermediate conﬁguration.
It is worth mentioning that, although the viscoplastic deformation, i.e. growth, is a ﬁnite deformation (wall enlarges by
a factor from 10 to 100), the elastic strain is small (around 0.001) according to experimental observation (Proseus et al.,
1999). If considering the order of magnitude of the elastic strain only, a linear constitutive law for small strain elasticity is
good enough to represent the elastic response in cell wall. However, a constitutive model derived by combining a small
elastic strain and a ﬁnite viscoplastic strain leads to a hypoelasto–viscoplasticity model which is inferior to the
hyperelasto–viscoplasticty model in dealing with anisotropy and objectiveness (Belytschko et al., 2001).
By using hyperelasticity, the objectivity (Marsden and Hughes, 1994 p.8) of the elastic constitutive response is trivially
satisﬁed (Simo and Ortiz, 1985). In addition, the hyperelastic–plastic formulation provides a natural framework for frame-
indifferent formulation of anisotropic elasticity and anisotropic plastic yield (Belytschko et al., 2001). These features make
hyperelasticity a natural choice for modelling the elastic response in anisotropic growth of cell wall. In the present study,
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modelling elastic constitutive response on the intermediate conﬁguration Bt .
As a metric tensor, C is the fundamental strain tensor on Bt . The free energy, C, which takes into account the speciﬁed
distribution of cellulose microﬁbrils, is expressed solely in terms of C. A multiplicative decomposition (not to be confused
with Rodriguez’s kinematics) separates the elastic deformation gradient Fe into volume-changing (dilational) and volume-
preserving (distortional) parts. The strain measure of the dilational part is a Jacobian J¼ detFe. On the other hand, the
strain measures of the distortional part are the modiﬁed elastic right and left Cauchy–Green tensors, C^ and
^
b, deﬁned as
C^ ¼ J2=3C, ^b¼ J2=3b ð12Þ
which satisfy the conditions detC^ ¼ det ^b¼ 1.
Based on the experimental observations of biological tissues, a decoupled representation of the free energy function,C,
which describes separately the volumetric and isochoric contributions, was suggested by Gasser et al. (2006). The general
form of this decoupled representation of C is presented on the intermediate conﬁguration as follows:
CðJ,C^,AÞ ¼CvolðJÞþCisoðI^1, I^2, I^4, I^5Þ ð13Þ
where A¼ a a in which the vector a is deﬁned by
a¼ Fga0, ð14Þ
the four invariants I^1,I^2,I^4,I^5 are deﬁned as
I^1ðC^Þ ¼ trC^, I^2ðC^Þ ¼ 12 ðtrC^Þ2trC^2
h i
, I^4ðC^,AÞ ¼ C^ : A¼ l^a, I^5ðC^,AÞ ¼ C^2 : A: ð15Þ
In the present modelling of cell wall, a particular neo-Hookean free energy function (Gasser et al., 2006) is used as
follows:
CðJ,C^,AÞ ¼CvolðJÞþCisoðI^1, I^4Þ ¼
1
2
kðJ1Þ2þ 1
2
mðI^13Þþ
1
2
k1
k2
expðk2ðI^41Þ2Þ1
h i
ð16Þ
where k and m are interpreted as the bulk modulus and shear modulus of cell wall matrix, respectively, and k1 and k2 are
parameters of the elastic response of cellulose microﬁbrils. The ﬁrst and second terms on the right side of Eq. (16) deﬁne
the isotropic hyperelastic response of cell wall matrix. The third term is obtained from a more general formulation
suggested in Gasser et al. (2006) by specifying the distribution of ﬁbres.
The second Piola–Kirchhoff stress S and elastic tangent modulus C on the intermediate conﬁguration can be calculated
by the hyperelastic relationships
S ¼ 2 @CðJ,C^,AÞ
@C
ð17Þ
and
C ¼ 4 @
2CðJ,bC ,AÞ
@C@C
ð18Þ
respectively. Eq. (17) is the constitutive equation of hyperelasticity on Bt . In addition, with the elastic tangent modulus C,
the corresponding rate constitutive equation is deﬁned as _S ¼C : De.
By using S and C, the Cauchy stress tensor s and elastic tangent modulus c on the current conﬁguration Bt are
calculated by pushing S and C forward from Bt to Bt , respectively, as follows:
r¼ J1FeSFeT ð19Þ
and
½cijkl ¼ J
1
FeiIF
e
jJF
e
kKF
e
lL½CIJKL: ð20Þ
Eq. (19) is the constitutive equation of hyperelasticity on Bt , and the corresponding rate constitutive equation is deﬁned as
Levs¼ c : De in which s¼ Jr is the Kirchhoff stress tensor and Levs, which is the push-forward of _S by Fe (i.e. Levs¼ Fe _SFeT ), is the
elastic Lie derivative of the Kirchhoff stress deﬁned as Levs¼ _sLessLeT (Marsden and Hughes, 1994; Belytschko et al., 2001).
The explicit expressions of S, C, r and c calculated from the speciﬁed free energy in Eq. (16) are shown in Table 1. The
calculation of the expressions of S and C involves the derivatives of J, C^ and C
1
with respect to C. For completeness, these
expressions are given as follows (Simo and Hughes, 1998; Gasser et al., 2006):
@J
@C
¼ 1
2
JC
1
, ð21Þ
@C^
@C
¼ 1
2
J
2=3
I1
3
C  C1
 
ð22Þ
Table 1
Stress tensor and elastic tangent modulus.
Intermediate conﬁguration description Spatial description
Second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor Cauchy stress tensor
S ¼ kJðJ1ÞC1þmJ2=3DEV½1
þ2k1a1J2=3DEV A
h i r¼ kðJ1Þ1þmJ1dev½ ^b
þ2k1a1J5=3dev½A
Elastic tangent modulus Elastic tangent modulus
C ¼ kJð2J1ÞðC1  C1Þ2kJðJ1ÞI
C
1
þ23mJ
2=3 ðtrCÞ I
C
113C
1  C1
h in
½C1 DEV½1þDEV½1  C1
o
þ2k1J4=3 a2DEV A
h i
 DEV A
h in
þ13 a1l^aJ
4=3
I
C
113C
1  C1
h i
13a1J
2=3
C
1  DEV A
h i
þDEV A
h i
 C1
h io
c¼ kð2J1Þð1 1Þ2kðJ1ÞI
þ23mJ
1
tr
^
b I131 1
 n
½1 dev½ ^bþdev½ ^b  1
o
þ2k1J7=3 a2dev½A  dev½A

þ13 a1l^aJ
4=3
I131 1
 
13a1J
2=3
1 dev A½ þdev A½   1 o
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@C
1
@C
 !
IJKL
¼ðI
C
1 ÞIJKL ¼ðC
1
IK C
1
JL þC
1
IL C
1
JK Þ=2: ð23Þ
In Table 1, two deviatoric operators, DEV½ on Bt and dev½ on Bt , are deﬁned, respectively, as
DEV ½  ¼ ðÞ13 TrðÞC
1
, dev ½  ¼ ðÞ13trðÞ1: ð24Þ
Whereby the function TrðÞ is deﬁned on Bt as TrðÞ ¼ C : ðÞwhich is the counterpart of trðÞ ¼ 1 : ðÞ on Bt . Also in Table 1,
the two coefﬁcients a1 and a2 are deﬁned as follows:
a1 ¼ ðl^a1Þexpðk2ðl^a1Þ2Þ, a2 ¼ ð1þ2k2ðl^a1Þ2Þexpðk2ðl^a1Þ2Þ: ð25Þ
4. Viscoplastic response (growth)
The Lockhart model represented a milestone in the modelling of cell wall growth. However, as pointed out in the
preceding discussion, the Lockhart equation and its variations were not presented in the tensorial format and implicitly or
explicitly depended on a priori global coordinate coinciding with a longitudinal axis along which the cell wall elongates. In
order to develop a frame-indifferent viscoplastic constitutive response consistent with the Lockhart equation and its
interpretation, our intention is to develop an anisotropic viscoplastic formulation based on invariants of stress tensors for
which the local direction of microﬁbrils is the only particular direction it needs. Moreover, the mechanisms of growth at
the molecular scale are taken into account to present a growth model which distinguishes living cells from isolated walls
even without explicitly using biological variables.
The strategy for obtaining an integrative growth model is outlined as follows. First a decomposition of growth is
suggested to characterise the three parts of the growth (isochoric expansive growth, volumetric growth and irreversible
microﬁbrils extension) and to identify the corresponding driving forces. Second, the three parts of the growth are modelled
in a consistent framework of viscoplasticity to obtain their yield functions and ﬂow rules. Third, the interplays between
different parts of the growth at both the molecular scale and the macroscopic scale are studied to obtain the hardening law
and evolution of cell wall thickness. Finally, a numerical scheme for application to the integrative growth model is
suggested.
4.1. Decomposition of growth and the driving forces of growth
To account for the growth anisotropy, it was proposed that cells have independent growth mechanisms in different
principal directions (Baskin, 2005). Two hypotheses, namely turgor driven creep and new material deposition, are widely
accepted to be the fundamental aspects of the anisotropic cell wall growth. Based on these hypotheses, it is assumed that
the growth of cell walls refers to three independent mechanisms.
First, Fig. 3(a) schematically shows the mechanism of the turgor-driven creep (isochoric expansive growth) by using a
tethered network model. During the ﬁrst extension, shear forces build up in the hydrogen bonds between the microﬁbrils
and the cross-links, due to their different modulus of elasticity (Piggott, 1980). On the other hand, tensions accumulate in
xz
Hydrogen (tethered) 
 bonds broken 
Cutting of tether 
(Covalent bonds 
broken)
y
z
Cellulose microfibrils 
Cell wall matrix 
New wall polymers 
New cellulose microfibrils 
x
z
Fig. 3. Growth mechanisms of cell wall (a) isochoric expansive growth without irreversible microﬁbrils extension driven by Spencer’s deviatoric stress
where covalent bonds and hydrogen bonds are broken. (b)Volumetric growth without irreversible microﬁbrils extension driven by the stress regulating
the deformation of the new wall polymers and (c) irreversible microﬁbrils extension driven by the tension of microﬁbrils.
R. Huang et al. / J. Mech. Phys. Solids 60 (2012) 750–783758the tethers. Above a certain ‘yield’ point, the shear forces and tensions can passively cause the irreversible loosening of the
tethering network by the enzymatic breaking of the hydrogen bonds and cutting of the tethers (Proseus et al., 1999). The
microﬁbrils can slide along each other and the matrix undergoes plastic deformation (Spatz et al., 1999; Kerstens et al.,
2001). Neither plastic volumetric deformation nor irreversible microﬁbrils extension takes place in this process. This
mechanism dominates the wall surface expansion and longitudinal elongation.
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and Boyer (2005), the cell wall can be considered as a porous material and turgor pressure P regulates the deposition of
new wall polymers via a mechanism of concentration and turgor-induced deformation of the polymers themselves instead
of wall matrix as illustrated in Fig. 3(b). Moreover, it is noted that isochoric expansion does not account for this polymer
deposition (Proseus and Boyer, 2005). A precise model of new material deposition should take account of the ﬂux of new
mass through wall surface along the wall thickness direction. However, such a model leads to the so-called second-order
model of volumetric growth involving the strain gradient (Epstein and Maugin, 2000). Due to the fact that the
characteristic dimension of the wall thickness is far smaller than the characteristic dimensions in other directions, we
model the newmaterial deposition as a process in which the new wall material is produced by a smooth volumetric source
of mass, mV, inside Bt instead of a mass ﬂux through the boundary of Bt . The mass balance law on Bt is (Epstein and
Maugin, 2000)
Dr
Dt
¼mVrtrD ð26Þ
where r is the mass density on the current conﬁguration, DðÞ=Dt is the material time derivative. By using the additive
decomposition of the rate of deformation tensor, Eq. (26) is assumed to be separable into two equations as follows:
1
r
Dr
Dt
¼trDe, mV
r
¼ trDg : ð27Þ
Eq. (27) means that new wall material of the same density r is deposited on the current cell wall during growth. In other
words, growth does not take place at the expense of porosity (Epstein and Maugin, 2000). By assuming r is constant in
time and position, Eq. (27) is identical to the well-known formulation of rate of volumetric growth, qV/qt¼VtrDg, where V
is a growth volume (Rodriguez et al., 1994; Taber, 1995). Thus the new material deposition is represented by a plastic
volumetric deformation. No plastic microﬁbrils extension takes place in this volumetric deformation process. This growth
mechanism dominates the thickness of cell wall.
Third, to complete the decomposition of growth, it is assumed that microﬁbrils can undergo plastic extension under
tension without volumetric deformation as shown in Fig. 3(c). The microﬁbrils extension dominates the circumferential
deformation.
Thus a decomposition of growth is assumed here and growth can be decomposed into three parts: isochoric expansive
growth without irreversible microﬁbrils extension (part I), volumetric growth without irreversible microﬁbrils extension
(part II), and irreversible microﬁbrils extension without volumetric change (part III). As the three parts of the growth are
based on different mechanisms, the stress tensor is decomposed into the corresponding driving forces accordingly.
We start from the relatively simple driving force of part III of the growth. A tensor Rla , interpreted as an admissible rate
of deformation tensor on Bt , is introduced as
Rla ¼ dev½ ~A ð28Þ
where ~A ¼ ~a  ~a. By using a pull-back mapping FeT ðÞFe for the rate of deformation tensor, Rla is mapped onto Bt as
Rla ¼ A^13C ð29Þ
where A^¼ FeT ~AFe. It can be proved that tensor Rlasatisﬁes the condition trRla ¼ 0. Thus tensor Rla (or Rla ) is the admissible
plastic ﬂow direction for part III of the growth. The corresponding effective driving force are deﬁned as the stress powers
per unit reference volume
tla ðsÞ ¼ s : Rla  S : Rla ¼ tla ðSÞ: ð30Þ
Then the corresponding driving force tensor is deﬁned on Bt as
sla ¼ tla ~A ð31Þ
or equivalently on Bt as
Sla ¼
tla
la
A ð32Þ
by mapping slaback onto Bt .
To obtain the expression for the driving force of part II of the growth, a spatial stress tensor sA (or S
A
equivalently on Bt)
is introduced as
sA ¼ s s : ~A
n o
~A, S
A ¼ S 1
l2a
:S:aA ð33Þ
where the function :ðÞ:a is deﬁned on Bt as
:ðÞ:a ¼ ½CðÞC : A: ð34Þ
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tvolðsÞ ¼ trsA  TrS
A ¼ tvolðSÞ ð35Þ
for part II of the growth. The meaning of this driving force is clear when the corresponding ﬂow rule is obtained (see Eqs.
(72) and (74)). Then the corresponding tensor of driving force is deﬁned on Bt as
svol ¼ 13tvol1 ð36Þ
or equivalently on Bt as
Svol ¼ 13tvolC
1
: ð37Þ
Once tensors svol and sla (or Svol and Sla ) are obtained, the driving force of part I of the growth is deﬁned as
sdev ¼ s32 svolþsla
 ¼ s12 trsAn o1þ3 s : Rla  ~Ah i ð38Þ
on Bt or equivalently as
S
DEV ¼ S3
2
SvolþSla
h i
¼ S1
2
TrS
A
n o
C
1þ 3
la
S : Rla
n o
A
 
ð39Þ
on Bt . It is straightforward to prove that the spatial stress tensor sdev satisﬁes the conditions
sdev : A¼ 0, trsdev ¼ 0: ð40Þ
Equivalently, the stress tensor S
DEV
on the intermediate conﬁguration satisﬁes the conditions
:S
DEV
:a ¼ 0, TrS
DEV ¼ 0: ð41Þ
Eqs. (40) and (41) indicate that stress tensor sdev or S
DEV
is the driving force of part III of the growth because neither plastic
volumetric deformation nor irreversible microﬁbrils extension takes place under this driving force. It is noted that
the tensor sdev is exactly the same as the deviatoric stress tensor suggested by Spencer (2001) in inﬁnitesimal strain format
restricted to a composite containing a single family of microﬁbrils. Here Spencer’s formulation is extended into a ﬁnite
strain model. For convenience, sdev and S
DEV
are referred to as Spencer’s deviatoric stress tensors on Bt and Bt , respectively.
Hitherto, a set of stress tensors, sdev, svol and sla on Bt (or S
DEV
, Svol and Sla on Bt), is obtained as the set of driving forces
of cell wall growth corresponding to the decomposition of growth. These stress tensors play a similar role as the standard
deviatoric stress tensor, dev[r], in the J2-viscoplasticity theory and are the fundamental tensors for establishing the yield
criterion and plastic ﬂow rule.
4.2. Yield criterion
Due to their independent growth mechanisms, the three parts of the growth, i.e. isochoric expansive growth,
volumetric growth and irreversible microﬁbrils extension, have their own yield functions.
The yield function of the isochoric expansive growth is discussed ﬁrst. Following Spencer’s invariant theory (Spencer,
2001), two invariants of Spencer’s deviatoric stress tensor can be deﬁned as
J1ðS
DEV
,a=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
la
p
Þ ¼ 1
la
:S
DEV
CS
DEV
:a  ðsdev ~aÞUðsdev ~aÞ ¼ ~J1ðsdev, ~aÞ ð42Þ
and
J2ðS
DEV Þ ¼ TrðSDEVCSDEV Þ  sdev : sdev ¼ ~J2ðsdevÞ: ð43Þ
The invariant J1 (or
~J1) is a ﬁbre-dependent invariant. On the other hand, J2(or
~J2) is the natural counterpart of
J2ð ¼ 12dev s½  : dev s½ Þ in the classical J2-viscoplasticity theory. Based on this observation, a natural generalization of the
yield function for isochoric expansive growth which is consistent with the classical von Mises yield condition is written as
f devðS
DEV
,a=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
la
p
,aÞ ¼ J1
Y21
þ J2
Y22
ð1þhðaÞÞ 
~J1
Y21
þ
~J2
Y22
ð1þhðaÞÞ ¼ ~f devðsdev, ~a,aÞ ð44Þ
where Y1 and Y2 are two yield parameters with dimensions of stress, h is a scalar hardening function in terms of the
hardening parameter a. A hardening potential is assumed as H¼ 12Ka2. Then a stress-like variable, q, is deﬁned as
q¼ @H
@a ¼ Ka: ð45Þ
The yield function of volumetric growth, fvol, is suggested in the same format as that of J2-viscoplasticity as
f volðS
AÞ ¼ I2ðS
AÞðY3þhvolða,avolÞÞ  I2ðsAÞðY3þhvolða,avolÞÞ ¼ ~f volðsAÞ ð46Þ
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I2ðS
AÞ ¼ 12 ððTrS
AÞ2TrðSACSAÞÞ  12ððtrsAÞ2sA : sAÞ ¼ I2ðsAÞ ð47Þ
where Y3 is the yield threshold and hvol is a scalar hardening function in terms of hardening parameters a and avol. It is
noted that hvol represents the coupling between a and avol. Similar to Eq. (45), the corresponding stress-like variable, qvol, is
deﬁned as
qvol ¼ Kvolavol ð48Þ
where Kvol is the isotropic hardening modulus.
Similarly, the yield function of microﬁbrils extension, f la , is deﬁned in the same format as that of J2-viscoplasticity as
f la ðSÞ ¼ tla ðSÞðY4þhla ða,ala ÞÞ  tla ðsÞðY4þhla ða,ala ÞÞ ¼ ~f la ðsÞ ð49Þ
where Y4 is yield threshold and hla is scalar hardening function in terms of hardening parameters a and ala . Again, a stress-
like variables, qla , is deﬁned as
qla ¼ Klaala ð50Þ
where Kla is the isotropic hardening modulus.
4.3. Overstress functions
In his ﬁbre-reinforced viscoplastic model, Spencer (2001) proposed a ﬂow rule of the Duvaut–Lions type (Simo and Hughes,
1998) which needs to calculate the closest point projection of Spencer’s deviatoric stress onto the yield surface. Such a model
involves nonlinear equations for solving the closest point projection in the space of the stress tensor that can lead to considerable
extra computation. In the present study, a ﬂow rule using the Perzyna model (Simo and Hughes, 1998) is suggested which
involves the overstress function deﬁned in the space of invariants of stress. Corresponding to the decomposition of growth, there
are a set of three overstress functions for the driving forces proposed in the preceding discussion.
First we discuss the overstress function for the isochoric expansive growth. It is noted that in classic viscoplasticity, the
overstress function of the Perzyna model was deﬁned as a function of yield function since yield function has the same
dimension of stress (Simo and Hughes, 1998). However, the yield function in Eq. (44) is dimensionless. In order to obtain
the overstress function for isochoric expansive growth in terms of Spencer’s deviatoric stress tensor S
DEV
, a naturally
generalized overstress function is deﬁned in terms of the minimum distance between the current stress point, which is
outside the yield surface, and the yield surface in the space of invariants, SJ ¼ f
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
J1
q
,
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
J2
q
gDRþ  Rþ , in which Rþ denotes
the set of non-negative real numbers. The consistence of this generalization with the Perzyna model can be justiﬁed by the
fact that in J2-viscoplasticity an overstress function is the minimum distance between the point
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
J2
p
and the yield surface.
As shown in Fig. 4, given a point J ¼ ð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
J1
q
,
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
J2
q
Þ 2 SJ , a measure function between this point and any other point
~h ¼ ð ~y1, ~y2Þ 2 SJ is deﬁned as
~fð ~h,JÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðJ ~hÞUðJ ~hÞ
q
8 ~h 2 S
J
: ð51Þ
Then a distance function, fðh,JÞ, representing the minimum distance between the given point J and the yield surface
fdev¼0 can be deﬁned as
fðh,JÞ ¼min
~h2S
J
~fð ~h,JÞ
s:t: f devð ~h,aÞ ¼
~y
2
1
Y21
þ ~y
2
2
Y22
ð1þhðaÞÞ ¼ 0
9>>=>>; ð52ÞJ2




J
0fdev =
1J
closest point projection 
 (  , J)
 (  , J)~~
~
Fig. 4. Closest point projection in the space of stress invariants.
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For solving the constrained minimum problem in Eq. (52), an equivalent unconstrained formulation is written as
fðh,JÞ ¼min
~h2S
J
f ~fð ~h,JÞyf devð ~h,aÞg ð53Þ
by introducing a Lagrangian multiplier, y. By solving Eq. (53), the closest point h is obtained as
h¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
J1
q
=ð1y=Y21Þﬃﬃﬃﬃ
J2
q
=ð1y=Y22Þ
8><>:
9>=>;, ð54Þ
and the distance function is
fðh,JÞ ¼ y
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
J1
ðY21yÞ2
þ J2
ðY22yÞ2
s
ð55Þ
where the Lagrange multiplier y is one of the real roots of a quartic equation
ð1þhÞðyY21Þ2ðyY22Þ2J2Y22ðyY21Þ2J1Y21ðyY22Þ2 ¼ 0 ð56Þ
which by comparison with other real roots, gives the smallest non-negative f.
With the distance function f calculated, the overstress function for isochoric expansive growth can be deﬁned as
fdev ¼
0 if f devðS
DEV
,a=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
la
p
,aÞr0
fm if f devðS
DEV
,a=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
la
p
,aÞ40
8<: ð57Þ
where m is a rate-sensitivity exponent.
The overstress function fdev is implicitly deﬁned as a function of yield function fdev. By contrast, following the classical
J2-viscoplasticity theory, the overstress functions for volumetric growth and irreversible microﬁbrils extension are deﬁned
explicitly as the functions of the corresponding yield functions as
fvol ¼/f volS=2, fla ¼/f laS=2, ð58Þ
respectively, where / S denotes a ramp function, /xS¼(xþ9x9)/2.
4.4. Flow rule
The expansive growth of cell wall generally is dominated by the elongation in a particular direction. Based on this fact, by
adopting the assumption that the plastic spin, skwL
g
, vanishes, it is sufﬁcient to specify the ﬂow rule as the evolution of D
g
.
Following the penalty formulation proposed by Simo and Hughes (1998), the principle of maximum dissipation is
represented as an unconstrained minimization problem as follows:
min
ðS,qÞ2SR3
DZðS,q,Dg , _aÞ
n o
DZðS,q,Dg , _aÞ ¼ S : DgþqU _a
1
Z ðg
þ ðfdevÞþb1gþ ðfvolÞþb2gþ ðfla ÞÞ ð59Þ
where a¼ a avol ala
n oT
and q¼ q qvol qla
n oT
, S denotes the vector space of symmetric second order tensors, b1
and b2 are two weighted parameters, Z is so-called penalty function, and the function gþ ðÞ is deﬁned as (Simo and Hughes,
1998)
gþ ðxÞ ¼
1
2x
2 if xZ0
0 if xo0
:
(
ð60Þ
Solving the minimization problem in Eq. (59) yields two optimality conditions
 @DZ
@S
¼ 0,  @DZ
@q
¼ 0: ð61Þ
The ﬁrst optimality condition @DZ=@S ¼ 0 yields a general format of growth ﬂow rule on Bt in the following form:
D
g ¼ _l @fdev
@S
þ _lvol
@fvol
@S
þ _lla
@fla
@S
ð62Þ
where the rates of effective viscoplastic strains are formulated as
_l ¼ fdev
Z
, _lvol ¼
fvol
Z=b1
, _lla ¼
fla
Z=b2
: ð63Þ
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equation
Z¼ Z0expðQ=RðTT0ÞÞ ð64Þ
where Z0, T0 and activation energy Q are three parameters obtained by ﬁtting experimental data and R(¼8.314472 J/K mol)
is the gas constant. Functions Z/b1 and Z/b2 are the matrix bulk viscosity and the microﬁbrils uniaxial viscosity,
respectively.
To obtain the expression of the tensor @fdev=@S in Eq. (62), the derivative @fdev=@s is calculated and then mapped back
from Bt onto Bt with the relationship (Belytschko et al., 2001)
@ðÞ
@S
¼ FeT @ðÞ
@s
Fe: ð65Þ
As fdev(such that fdeva0) is the function in terms of J1 and J2 (or ~J1 and ~J2 equivalently), by using Eq. (A4) in Appendix
A and the chain rule, a viscoplastic ﬂow tensor symRn is obtained as
symRn ¼ @fdev
@s
¼ b3
@~J1
@s
þb4
@~J2
@s
ð66Þ
where two functions, b3 and b4, are deﬁned as
b3 ¼mfm1
@f
@J1
þW1
@f
@y
 !
, b4 ¼mfm1
@f
@J2
þW2
@f
@y
 !
: ð67Þ
By taking the derivative of Eqs. (42) and (43), the expressions of @~J1=@s and @~J2=@s are obtained as follows:
@~J1
@s
¼ ~Asdevþsdev ~A, @
~J2
@s
¼ 2sdev: ð68Þ
In a similar manner to Eq. (40), it can be proved straightforwardly that
ð ~Asdevþsdev ~AÞ : A¼ 0, trð ~Asdevþsdev ~AÞ ¼ 0: ð69Þ
Eqs. (40) and (69) indicate that the tensor symRn, which is deﬁned in Eq. (66) as a linear combination of @~J1=@s and
@~J2=@s, satisﬁes the kinematic conditions of an isochoric viscoplastic ﬂow without plastic extension in the direction of
microﬁbrils, i.e. symRn:A¼0 and tr(symRn)¼0. By substituting Eq. (66) into Eq. (65), the plastic ﬂow direction of part I of
the growth on Bt is obtained as
symR
n ¼ @fdev
@S
¼ b3 A^R
DEVþðA^RDEV ÞT
h i
þ4b4symR
DEV ð70Þ
where R
DEV
is a form of the Mandel stress (Mandel, 1971; Lubliner, 1990)
R
DEV ¼ SDEVC: ð71Þ
Mandel stress is a degenerate form of the Eshelby (energy-momentum) tensor which has been hypothesised to be the
driving force of growth (Imatani and Maugin, 2002).
The plastic ﬂow direction of volumetric growth is deﬁned on Bt as
Rnvol ¼
@fvol
@s
¼ trsA
n o
RvolsA ð72Þ
where the tensor Rvol is deﬁned as
Rvol ¼ 1 ~A ð73Þ
which satisﬁes the condition Rvol:A¼0. Tensor Rvol is the unit tensor in the plane perpendicular to the direction of
microﬁbrils, ~a. By using Eq. (65), the equivalent ﬂow direction on Bt is obtained as
R
n
vol ¼
@fvol
@S
¼ TrSA
n o
RvolCS
A
C ð74Þ
where tensor Rvol is deﬁned by pulling back Rvol from Bt onto Bt as
Rvol ¼ CA^: ð75Þ
Tensor Rnvol satisﬁes the condition R
n
vol : A¼ 0, so it is an admissible ﬂow direction of part II of the growth. Tensor Rnvol
has clear geometric and physical meanings. To explain the geometric meaning of Rnvol, Eq. (72) is rearranged as
RnvolþsA ¼ ftrsAgRvol. Thus Rnvol and sA are the complementary parts of an additive decomposition of the ‘unit’ tensor Rvol.
Tensor Rnvol yields a ﬂow direction which compensates the wall-thinning resulting from the stress s
A. On the other hand,
tensor R
n
vol is consistent with the ﬁrst order volumetric growth model suggested by Epstein and Maugin (1996, 2000). By
using the novel concept of material force, Epstein and Maugin came to the conclusion that the transplant (growth) tensor
R. Huang et al. / J. Mech. Phys. Solids 60 (2012) 750–783764of volumetric growth is a function in terms of the static Eshelby stress tensor, fCgCCSC, which by comparison with
Eq. (74) is consistent with R
n
vol.
By using Eqs. (30), (49), (58) and the chain rule, tensor @fla=@S, which represents the plastic ﬂow direction of part III of
the growth, is obtained as
@fla
@S
¼ Rla : ð76Þ
Substituting Eqs. (70), (74), and (76) into the right side of Eq. (62), we obtain a ﬂow rule of cell wall growth as
D
g ¼ _lsymRnþ _lvolR
n
volþ _llaRla : ð77Þ
It is noted that the structure of Eq. (77) is somewhat similar to that of the so-called evolution of transplant tensor
proposed by Maugin and co-workers (Epstein and Maugin, 1996, 2000; Imatani and Maugin, 2002) although there are
many differences between their contents. This structural similarity may not be a coincidence and indicates one of the
general characteristics of growth.
From the point of view of biology, it is worth mentioning that the local plastic ﬂow, D
g
, plays the role of regulating the
global growth of cell wall in a particular direction. Plant cells rarely enlarge isotropically; instead, they grow preferentially
in a single direction (Marga et al., 2005). In order to account for this anisotropic growth under uniform turgor pressure, the
prevalent existing elastic models assumed that cellulose microﬁbrils have a much larger Young’s modulus than that of the
cell wall matrix. This assumption, although succeeding to a certain extent in representing anisotropic growth, imposes a
strong but somewhat loosely deﬁned constraint on the elastic properties of the cell wall rather than on the irreversible
growth. This is neither consistent with the well-accepted hypothesis that cell wall growth is regulated by biological
mechanisms such as wall yielding (Cosgrove, 1993b; Schopfer, 2006; Verbelen and Vissenberg, 2007) nor with the
observation that the alignment of microﬁbrils is insufﬁcient to control growth anisotropy (Baskin, 2005). Therefore, being
consistent with the biological mechanisms and taking advantage of the multiplicative decomposition in Eq. (6), the plastic
ﬂow rule deﬁned by Eq. (77) is used to achieve the anisotropic growth in the present model. No elastic modulus constraint
is required.
Hitherto, the three parts of the cell wall growth are modelled independently to clarify their growth mechanisms. Part III
of the growth is negligible in in vivo cell wall growth (Marga et al., 2005). Therefore, the integrative model in this study is
restricted to the cell wall growth without a plastic extension of microﬁbrils. In order to obtain such an integrative growth
model, the interplays between the parts I and II of the growth are discussed at both molecular level and macroscopic level.
The former leads to the hardening law, and the latter to the control equation of wall thickness.
4.5. Interplay between isochoric expansion and volumetric growth (1): hardening law
The second optimality condition, @DZ=@q¼ 0, in Eq. (61) together with Eqs. (45), (48), (50), (63) and the chain rule
yield the following hardening law:
_a ¼ 1
K
@fdev
@a
_lþ @fvol
@a
_lvolþ
@fla
@a
_lla
 !
, _avol ¼
1
Kvol
@fvol
@avol
_lvol, _ala ¼
1
Kla
@fla
@ala
_lla , ð78Þ
in which the function @fdev=@a ðfdeva0Þ is calculated by using Eqs. (57) and (A4) as
@fdev
@a
¼mfm1Wh
@f
@y
@h
@a
, ð79Þ
while the other two functions, @fvol=@avoland @fla=@ala , are straightforward derivatives.
The evolution of hardening parameters in Eq. (78) depends on the speciﬁed hardening functions h(a), hvol(a,avol) and
hla ða,ala Þ. However, instead of constructing these functions, a direct mechanism-based method is suggested to obtain the
evolution equation of a consistent with Eq. (78).
4.5.1. Mechanism-based hardening law
As aforementioned in the mechanism of part I of the growth, the isochoric expansive growth is the direct result of the
enzymatic yielding passively driven by the stress. As the cell wall expands, additional cross-links come under load. As the
number of load-bearing cross-links increases, the wall stiffens. This wall-hardening directly driven by the stress is an
intrinsic property of the cell wall since it was observed in both the isolated walls and the living cells (Proseus and Boyer,
2006). Thus the irreversible change of the number of load-bearing cross-links is taken as the sole mechanism of hardening
in the present model.
For the isolated wall there is no other mechanism to counter the hardening mechanism so that expansive growth
decelerates and then stops inevitably. By contrast, new material deposition, which is usually considered as a process
maintaining the strength of the wall, also plays the role of countering the hardening to create a growth-sustaining activity
at molecular scale by the molecular assembly in the living cell (Proseus and Boyer, 2007).
To obtain a well-deﬁned hardening law, two assumptions are used here. One is the assumption of length preservation
of a cross-link which states that a cross-link can change its deformed state (i.e. conformation (Treloar, 2005)) or be
R. Huang et al. / J. Mech. Phys. Solids 60 (2012) 750–783 765broken/reconnected but its total length is ﬁxed when it is mapped from the reference conﬁguration onto the intermediate
conﬁgurations. The other is the topology preservation assumption which states that during the growth a broken cross-link
can only reconnect into the load-bearing network in a manner to recover its original connectivity. In other words, the
broken bonds of a cross-link are not allowed to connect with the bonds of the other cross-links (see Fig. 5(a)).
With the topology preservation assumption, a cross-link always keeps its identity (label) unaffected by the breaking or
reconnection during growth. Thus the number of cross-links in a representative element is not changed by the breaking orA BB
A B
A
Breaking of  
cross-links Reconnection  
of cross-links 
Topology preservation 
Topology change 
2J
J1
Final yield surface of isolated wall 
Final yield surface of living cell 
Initial yield surface 
Current stress point 
lY l
p
lave
A 
A 
D
C
C
BE
A
F
New microfibrils
Old microfibrils 
Old microfibrils 
New bonds New cross-links B  C 
B  C 
Fig. 5. Mechanism of hardening law and the change of load-bearing cross-links. (a) Topology preservation of cross-links and (b) schematic relationship
between the evolution of yield surface and the probability density of load-bearing cross-links. (c) When cell wall starts to yield, shorter cross-link B
sustain stress. (d) As growth continues, covalent bond and hydrogen bonds of cross-link B are broken and longer cross-links A and C start to sustain the
stress. (e) As new material deposits, the new microﬁbrils and new cross-links D, E, F are inserted into and the broken cross-links A and B become load-
bearing once again with new bonds generated to reconnect them into the load-bearing network.
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quantity on Bt . Therefore, being consistent with the mechanism proposed by Proseus and Boyer (2007), we suggest that
the hardening parameter a is taken as the number fraction of the load-bearing cross-links in a representative element on Bt
which is deﬁned as the ratio of the number of the plastic load-bearing cross-links to the total number of the cross-links
associated with growth.
We assume that the lengths of growth-associated cross-links, l, follow a certain probability distribution, p(l), uniformly
on the reference conﬁguration. The present study is restricted to the cases in which either no new material is deposited
(isolated wall) or the cross-links in new material have the same length distribution p(l) as in the wall (living cell). Thus,
according to the length and topology preservation assumptions, the length distribution p(l) is preserved on Bt .
With hardening parameter a and length distribution p(l) deﬁned on Bt , the hardening law is established based on the
connection between a and p(l) as illustrated schematically in Fig. 5 where Gaussian distribution, pðlÞ ¼ expððllaveÞ2=
2b2Þ=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2pb2
p
in which lave and b
2 are the average length and variance, respectively, is used. The mechanism of hardening is
described as follows.
The interpretation of the yield threshold, Y, in the Lockhart Eq. (1) is that the load-bearing elements in the wall require
a minimum elastic strain for wall yielding to occur (Cosgrove, 1986). Once the cell wall undergoes this minimum elastic
strain, growth-associated cross-links with a corresponding length lY(o lave) start to sustain stress (see Fig. 5(c), cross-link
B). Therefore, the number fraction a is equal to p(lY) when the cell wall starts to yield. As the wall expansion continues, the
current load-bearing cross-links are loosened by cutting the tethers and breaking the hydrogen bonds probably through
enzymatic action (Proseus et al., 1999). Then, the longer cross-links with length l (4 lY) are replaced to sustain the stress
(see Fig. 5(d)). This ‘load-bearing – then breaking – then replacing’ process continues during the expansive growth with
the length l increasing continuously. Since wall rupture does not occur, it is reasonable to assume that the lengths of load-
bearing cross-links are restricted to a range of lYo lo lave which means that most of cross-links are intact at any instant.
Under this assumption, p(l) is a monotonically increasing function of l as shown in Fig. 5(b). In other words, the cell wall
hardens monotonically during expansion. For the isolated walls, this intrinsic hardening mechanism solely controls the
parameter a(¼p(l)) which does not stop increasing until the dynamic yield surface expands to reach the current stress
point and the driving force for growth vanishes (see Fig. 5(b)).
For the living cell, the hardening is countered and balanced by the ‘wall-loosening’ supplied by new material deposition
(volumetric growth). The new material not only brings in new load-bearing cross-links from outside but also triggers the
reconnection of the cut tethers and broken hydrogen bonds inside (see Fig. 5(e)) (Proseus et al., 1999). The rate of change
of the number faction of the plastic load-bearing cross-links is formulated on the intermediate conﬁguration as
D
Dt
Z
O
adO¼
Z
O
_pðlðaÞÞdO
Z
O
pðlY ÞtrDgdO
Z
O
gatrDgdO ð80Þ
where lðÞð ¼ p1ðÞÞ, which represents the average length of the plastic load-bearing cross-links, is the inverse function of
the length distribution p(l) (lYo lo lave), O is a domain on the intermediate conﬁguration, and g is a coefﬁcient. The ﬁrst
term on the right-hand side of Eq. (80) represents the contribution of the intrinsic hardening during the wall expansion.
The second term indicates the contribution of new incoming load-bearing cross-links with the length lY. The third term
accounts for the reconnected load-bearing cross-links inside the cell wall which are triggered by the new material.
According to the hypothesis of auto-propagation of the load-bearing and calcium-exchange suggested by Proseus and
Boyer (2007), when new material becomes available, the plastic load-bearing cross-links are capable of releasing their
calcium to the broken bonds to reconnect the cross-links. Thus it is assumed that the contribution of the reconnected
cross-links is a bilinear function of the current a and rate of volumetric growth trDg .
By using the relationship DDt
R
OðÞdO¼
R
O
D
DtðÞþðÞtrD
g
dO, the local format of Eq. (80) is obtained as
Da
Dt
¼ _pðlðaÞÞðð1þgÞaþpðlY ÞÞtrDg : ð81Þ
In order to obtain an evolution equation of a in the similar format as Eq. (78), function p(l) is approximated by using its
Taylor expansion at lY as pðlÞ 	 pðlY Þþ@p=@l
		
l ¼ lY ðllY Þ. Thus we have _pðlðaÞÞ  @p=@l
		
l ¼ lY @l=@t. Let nl denote the average
direction of the load-bearing cross-links in a representative element on Bt . Then a relationship between the local growth
rate ql/qt and the macroscopic rate of growth D
g
is assumed as @l=@t¼ nlUD
g
Unl. Therefore Eq. (81) can be approximated as
Da
Dt
¼ @p=@l
		
l ¼ lYnlUD
g
Unlðð1þgÞaþpðlY ÞÞtrD
g
: ð82Þ
Substituting the ﬂow rule in Eq. (77) into Eq. (82) yields
Da
Dt
¼ pl _lþ plvolðð1þgÞaþpðlY ÞÞtrR
n
vol
n o
_lvolþplla
_lla ð83Þ
in which
pl ¼ @p=@l
		
l ¼ lYnlUsymR
n
Unl, plvol ¼ @p=@l
		
l ¼ lYnlUR
n
volUnl, plla ¼ @p=@l
		
l ¼ lYnlURlaUnl: ð84Þ
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noted that, given boundary conditions, the parameter a can be solved from Eq. (83) if a is taken as an internal degree of
freedom (Maugin, 1999).
4.5.2. Phenomenological hardening law
Based on the mechanism-based hardening law in Eq. (83), the expression of phenomenological hardening law can be
suggested without using Eq. (78). We restrict the analysis to the integrative model without the plastic extension of
microﬁbrils. Thus _lla vanishes. Moreover, there is a linear relationship between
_lvol and _l, say _lvol ¼ z _l, as shown in
Eq. (93) or (96) which is discussed in the next section. With the two conditions, Eq. (83) is rewritten as
_a ¼ ðh1þh2aÞ _l ð85Þ
where h1(40) and h2(¼0 for isolatedwalls ando0 for living cells) are
h1 ¼ plþðplvolpðlY ÞtrR
n
volÞz, h2 ¼ð1þgÞztrRnvol: ð86Þ
Due to the anisotropy of growth, nlUR
n
volUnl in Eq. (84) tends to zero. Thus h1 of the isolated wall (z¼0) is larger than that
of the corresponding living cell (z40).
Eq. (85) can be taken as the phenomenological hardening law with two parameters, h1 and h2, to be estimated by
experimental data rather than Eq. (86). Accordingly the term ra in the material time derivative in Eq. (85) is ignored since
in the phenomenological model a is an internal variable rather than an internal degree of freedom with a governing
equation depending on ra (Maugin, 1999).
Function h(a) in the yield function in Eq. (44) is suggested to be h¼awhich is simple enough for verifying the suggested
evolution equation of a.
4.5.3. Analysis of a uniaxial viscoplastic model
To obtain an insight into how the phenomenological hardening law, Eq. (85), couples with the ﬂow rule to regulate the
growth in an integrative model, we study a uniaxial viscoplastic model (a modiﬁed Lockhart model with hardening)
deﬁned by Eq. (85) and a ﬂow rule _l ¼ ðssY ð1þaÞÞ=Z in which s and sY are the uniaxial stress and static yield threshold,
respectively. With the conditions s¼const.ZsY and l9t¼0¼a9t¼0¼0, the analytical solution of a in this uniaxial model is
aðtÞ ¼ C1ð1C2tsÞþð1þC2tsÞe
t=ts
2C3tsðC1et=ts Þ
ð87Þ
where tð ¼ t=ZÞ is a normalised time, ts, which is a normalised characteristic time for the saturation of a, is deﬁned as
ts ¼ 1=9h1sYþh2ðssY Þ9, ð88Þ
and C1, C2 and C3 are
C1 ¼
C2tsþ1
C2ts1
, C2 ¼ h1sYh2ðssY Þ, C3 ¼ h2sY : ð89Þ
To understand the qualitative aspect of the uniaxial model, a limit yield stress, s1Y , is deﬁned as
s1Y ¼ sY ð1þajt-þ1Þ: ð90Þ
Substituting Eq. (87) into Eq. (90), we have
s1Y ¼minfs,sY ð1þðh1=9h29ÞÞg: ð91Þ
Fig. 6 illustrates how s1Y and ts depend on parameters h1 and h2 in which s¼0.5 MPa and sY¼0.3 MPa correspond to
the experimental data of turgor pressure and yield threshold, respectively. Fig. 6(a) shows that if 9h29/h1rsY/(ssY), we
have s1Y ¼ s. The physical meaning of this conclusion is that for an isolated wall (h2¼0), the growth is vanishing when t is
much larger than ts since the dynamic yield stress sY(1þa) is approaching the limit s1Y ð ¼ sÞ. This conclusion is robust
because a perturbation dh2(a0) from the ideal state of h2¼0 does not alter the conclusion if 9dh29/h1osY/(ssY). On the
other hand, given 9h29/h14sY/(ssY), a living cell (h2o0) has sYos1Y os which means the cell wall grows under a
steady driving force, ss1Y , when t is much larger than ts. The larger the parameter 9h29, the larger is the driving force. In
order words, a stronger new wall material deposition is associated with a faster expansive growth.
The relationship between the characteristic time ts and the parameters h1 and h2 is shown in Fig. 6(b). The ts vs. 9h29/h1
curves show a partition of the (ts, 9h29/h1) space by the line 9h29/h1¼sY/(ssY), which indicates the separation of the
isolated walls and the living cells with sustainable growth. Fig. 6(c) presents a ‘map’ (diagram) of the space of parameters
h1 and h2 which indicates the partition of the space of (h1, h2) corresponding to the three different growth states. Domain 1
refers to unsustainable growth (including isolated walls), domains 2 and 3 refer to sustainable growth of living cell walls.
t
wall
s ¼ 1=ðh1sY Þ is the characteristic time of the isolated wall.
Fig. 6, although derived from a study of a uniaxial model, illustrates that the mechanism-based hardening law in
Eq. (83) and the corresponding phenomenological hardening law in Eq. (85) can properly represent the hardening
behaviour of cell wall and the interplay between wall-stiffening and wall-loosening.
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Some researchers used the assumption of constant wall thickness as a geometric constraint to represent the interaction
between the expansion and the new material deposition (Dumais et al., 2006; Dyson and Jensen, 2010). The assumption
means that the rate of cell wall deposition is assumed to exactly match the rate of wall thinning due to stress-driven
expansion. However, experimental observation reported that the wall may become thinner or thicker perhaps by as much
as two-fold (Taiz, 1984; Kutschera, 1990). Moreover, the experiment of in vitro artiﬁcial expansive growth driven by rapid
turgor pressure pulses (P-pulses) provided a case which did not agree with the constant wall thickness assumption
(Proseus et al., 1999). In the experiment, the P-pulses were short enough to keep natural growth negligible. However,
obvious irreversible expansion was observed, which can be considered as in vitro artiﬁcial growth. Therefore, it was clear
that the assumption of constant wall thickness was violated since the wall deposition did not match the wall thinning
during the P-pulses. In order to model this experimental observation, the assumption of constant wall thickness is replaced
by a relaxed assumption that the cell wall can dynamically stabilise its thickness.
The condition of constant wall thickness imposes a constraint on the plastic ﬂow rule on the current conﬁguration Bt as
nUDgUn¼ 0 ð92Þ
where vector n is the principal direction associated the minimum principal stress which roughly aligns with the unit
normal vector perpendicular to the current cell wall surface. By using the ﬂow rule in Eq. (77) and the fact that vector n is
perpendicular to the direction of the microﬁbrils, i.e. nUa¼0, Eq. (92) yields
_lvol ¼ z _l, z¼
nUsymRnUn
nUR
n
volUn
ð93Þ
in which n¼ Fe1n.
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is replaced by the following evolution equation:
@ _lvol
@t
					
X fixed
¼
_lvolz _l
tc
ð94Þ
in which tc is a characteristic time indicating the response time of _lvol to the change of _l. With the initial condition of
_lvol9t ¼ 0 ¼ 0, the solution of Eq. (94) is
_lvolðtÞ
			
X fixed
¼ 1
tc
Z t
0
eðstÞ=tczðsÞ _lðsÞds ð95Þ
Thus _lvol depends on the current state and the history of _l.
To implement Eq. (95) in a numerical scheme, it is useful to retain a linear relationship between _lvol and _l in a form
similar to Eq. (93). We discuss a discrete format of Eq. (95) with t¼tnþ1¼tnþDt. By using the Eulerian forward differential
formulation in Eq. (95), an approximate formulation can be obtained as follows:
_lvolðtnþ1Þ
			
X fixed
¼ ~zn _l
			
t ¼ tnþ 1
, ~zn ¼
_lvol
_l
z
 !					
t ¼ tn
eDt=tc þz
		
t ¼ tn : ð96Þ
Eq. (96) represents the interaction between the isochoric expansion and volumetric growth at macroscopic scale for the
living cells. For completeness, ~zn is set to be zero for the isolated walls.4.7. Numerical scheme
Hitherto, an integrative model of in vivo cell wall growth is presented with its structure shown in Fig. 7. By assuming
that the plastic extension of microﬁbrils is negligible, the integrative model is sufﬁciently deﬁned by the yield function of
the isochoric expansion in Eq. (44), the ﬂow rule of the isochoric expansion and volumetric growth in Eq. (77), the
hardening law in Eq. (85), and the control equation of wall thickness in Eq. (96). It is noted that the rate of effective
volumetric deformation, _lvol, is solely controlled by Eq. (96). Thus the yield function, Eq. (46), and the evolution equation,
Eq. (63), for the volumetric growth do not appear in the integrative model. The numerical schemes in classical
viscoplasticity can be implemented directly in this integrative model.Rodriguez’s multiplicative decomposition (eqn.(6)) 
Hyperelastic response (eqn.(17)) Yield criterion of  
the isochoric expansion (eqn.(44)) 
Plastic flow direction of  
the isochoric expansion (eqn.(70)) 
The rate of effective viscoplastic strain  
of the isochoric expansion (eqn.(63)) 
Plastic flow direction of  
the volumetric growth (eqn.(74)) 
The rate of effective viscoplastic  
strain of the volumetric growth (eqn.(96)) 
The hardening law of  
the isochoric expansion (eqn.(85)) The plastic flow rule (eqn.(77)) 
Fig. 7. Structure of the integrative growth model.
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Due to the fact that the growth direction usually does not undergo sharp change, the semi-implicit stress update
algorithm on Bt suggested by Moran et al. (1990) is adopted in the present numerical implementation. The algorithm,
which is a speciﬁc return-mapping algorithm, involves two stages; the elastic predictor (trial solution) obtained by
freezing the plastic ﬂow, followed by the plastic corrector driven by exactly satisfying Eq. (63) while the total strain and
the plastic ﬂow direction are ﬁxed. The algorithm for the present ﬁbre-reinforced model is summarized as follows:(i) Geometric update from a given incremental displacements u
cnþ1 ¼cnþu ð97Þ
Fnþ1 ¼ @cnþ1=@X ð98Þ(ii) Given Fnþ1, Fn, F
g
n, Sn, an and Dt, update F
g
nþ1, anþ1, nnþ1, Snþ1 and anþ1 by setting
Rn ¼ Rnnþ ~znR
n
volðtnÞ ð99Þ
Fgnþ1 ¼ ð1þDlnRnÞFgn ð100Þ
Fenþ1 ¼ Fnþ1Fg1nþ1 ð101Þ
Cnþ1 ¼ FeTnþ1Fenþ1 ð102Þ
anþ1 ¼ Fgnþ1a0 ð103Þ
nnþ1 ¼ Fgnþ1n0 ð104Þ
anþ1 ¼ anþðh1þh2anÞDln ð105Þ
Snþ1 ¼ 2
@CðCnþ1,Anþ1Þ
@C
ð106Þ
Dln ¼Dt
fdevðSnþ1,anþ1,anþ1Þ
Z ð107Þ
_lvolðtnþ1Þ ¼ ~zn
Dln
Dt
ð108ÞIt is noted that the update algorithm involves a nonlinear equation of the unknown variable Dln. The Newton–Raphson
method is used to solve this nonlinear equation. The calculation of the derivative dfdev=dDlnð ¼mfm1ðdf=dDlnÞÞ is the
key point for applying the Newton-Raphson method. The expression of df/dDln is given in Appendix A.
4.7.2. Elasto-viscoplastic tangent modulus
The spatial elasto-viscoplastic tangent modulus consistent with the stress update algorithm is given as (Moran et al.,
1990; Belytschko et al., 2001, p. 294)
celasto-viscoplasticity ¼ cðJ
1c : symr^þ r^UrþrUr^T Þ  ðfs : cÞ
Z=Dtþðfs : c : symr^Þþfa
ð109Þ
where tensor r^ is deﬁned as
r^¼ FeTnþ1Cnþ1RnFgnFg1nþ1Fe1nþ1, ð110Þ
tensors fs ¼ @fdev=@s and fa ¼ @fdev=@a are given in Eqs. (66) and (79), respectively.
It is noted that the term ~a in the spatial Spencer’s deviatoric stress tensor is a unit vector. The derivative of this term
with respect to time would involve the asymmetric part (spin) of the spatial velocity gradient L, and thus has no
contribution to the tangent modulus.
5. Numerical implementation
Loading and unloading by changing the turgor pressure have been used in the experimental study of cell wall
mechanical properties. Different components of deformation have occurred and have been mixed together in an in vivo
growth process to create a complex constitutive response that may blur the interpretation. Proseus and co-workers
R. Huang et al. / J. Mech. Phys. Solids 60 (2012) 750–783 771(Proseus et al., 1999; Proseus et al., 2000; Proseus and Boyer, 2005, 2006, 2007) presented a series of novel experimental
reports on the growth of internode cells of Chara corallina as a system in which turgor pressure, temperature and growth
interact with each other. Their experimental observations have been widely considered as a clear evidence of viscoplastic
behaviour of growing cell wall (Boudaoud, 2003; Dumais et al., 2006). However, no numerical modelling has been reported
in the literature to model their experiments. The numerical implementation of the present model aims to cover the major
observations in their experimental work. As a phenomenological model based on the common experimental observations
and widely accepted hypotheses of general plants, the present constitutive model can be applied to the numerical
modelling of other plants if experimental data are available.
The geometry of the model is shown in Fig. 8. The Chara cell wall can be considered as a closed cylindrical solid shell
with length, L0, inner radius, rI(¼0.5 mm), and thickness, d(¼10 mm) (Toole et al., 2001), subjected to inner pressure
P. Microﬁbrils are aligned transversely in the cell wall. According to the experimental design and observation (Proseus
et al., 1999; Proseus and Boyer, 2006) and the theoretical analysis proposed by Boudaoud (2003), the effect of tip growth of
cell wall can be ignored when compared to the wall elongation. Thus the model is represented as an open cylindrical wall
in the present study. The ends of the cell wall are removed and the turgor pressure applied on the ends is replaced by an
equivalent axial stress of value P(rI/2d) applied on the undeformed surface of the two end sections of the open cylindrical
wall as shown in Fig. 8.
The constitutive law of the present model is written in a user subroutine (UMAT) in the ABAQUSs FE code. All the
numerical case studies are computed by ABAQUSs using a mesh of 600 20-noded 3D quadratic elements, as shown in
Fig. 9. Due to the geometry and load symmetry and the fact that the stress is independent of the longitudinal coordinate,
the FE model studies only one-eighth of an open-ended thin-walled cylinder with a smaller length L0¼4 mm. Symmetric
boundary conditions are imposed on the symmetric boundaries. The elongations of the cell walls with their original
lengths are obtained by scaling up from the FE solutions.
The elastic and irreversible responses of cell walls interplaying with turgor pressure and temperature reported by
Proseus et al. (1999) and Proseus and Boyer (2006) are modelled in the case studies. To the authors’ knowledge, this is the
ﬁrst time that all responses have been covered by a single model.
It is worth emphasizing that, although in all of the case studies only the numerical results of longitudinal elongation are
reported, our validation is not limited to uniaxial elongation. The components of the anisotropic growth of cell wall in the
radial and transverse directions automatically agree well with experimental observation because the major qualitative
characteristics of cell growth, i.e. plastic inextensibility of microﬁbrils and stable wall thickness, are obtained as the result
of the ﬂow rule implemented in all case studies.5.1. Determining material properties from Chara experimental data
Unlike traditional engineering materials, the mechanical properties of the living cell walls are regulated by the active
biological mechanisms. For example, it has been reported that the yield stress may change according to the change of
turgor pressure to maintain a stable growth (Green et al., 1971). Therefore, it is unlikely that a single set of parameters
would be found to ﬁt the data obtained from the available range of experiments. The Chara cells used in Proseus’ri
L0
P
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
Fig. 8. Geometry of the computational model.
Fig. 9. FE mesh.
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R. Huang et al. / J. Mech. Phys. Solids 60 (2012) 750–783772experiments varied from one case to the other, so the model parameters may have different values accordingly in the
different case studies. But some parameters, e.g. the overstress sensitivity-exponent and the parameters in Arrhenius
equation of viscosity, take the same values in all the cases. We report the methods used to estimate all the parameters
used in the UMAT subroutine and the (range of) values of the parameters obtained by using these methods.
5.1.1. Overstress sensitivity-exponent
Fig. 10 shows the original experimental data (Proseus et al., 2000, Fig. 13A, temperature¼23 1C) and the ﬁtted curve of
Chara cell growth rate, _L, vs. turgor pressure, P, which is obtained by using the method of least-squares. Here L is the length
of the Chara cell wall. It is noted that, in the range of turgor pressure covered in the present study (i.e. 0.35–0.6 MPa), the
relationship between growth rate and turgor pressure can be represented by a ﬁtted line (see Fig. 10). The intersection of
the ﬁtted line and the P axis represents the ‘yielding’ point (PE0.47 MPa in this case). From the yielding point up to the
point P¼0.6 MPa, an assumed linear relationship is reasonable. Therefore, the sensitivity-exponent, m, is taken as 1.0 in
the present model. This is consistent with the Lockhart Eq. (1) in which the strain rate is linearly proportional to the turgor
pressure in excess of the yield threshold.
For a wider range of turgor pressures, as stated by Proseus et al. (2000), the turgor-growth rate and turgor relationship
may be a nonlinear one.
5.1.2. Parameters in the Arrhenius equation of viscosity
Proseus et al. (1999, Fig. 4A) reported the data of normalised growth rate (ratio of growth rate at various temperatures
to a growth rate at a reference temperature Tref¼23 1C) and suggested that growth rate follows the Arrhenius equation.
Within a range from 7 1C to 30 1C, the relationship between the growth rate and temperature is suggested to be ﬁtted by
R. Huang et al. / J. Mech. Phys. Solids 60 (2012) 750–783 773the modiﬁed Arrhenius Eq. (64). By using Eq. (64), the natural logarithm of the normalised growth rate, lnð _L= _Lref Þ, has a
relationship with temperature T as follows:
ln
_L
_Lref
¼Q
R
1
TT0
 1
TrefT0

 
: ð111Þ
Fig. 11 shows the experimental data and theoretical curve of lnð _L= _Lref Þ vs. 1/T ﬁtted to the experimental data by using
the method of least-squares. The parameters of the ﬁtted curve are Q/R¼50.0 and T0¼0 1C, respectively.
5.1.3. Summary of the model parameters and estimation methods
In Appendix B we discuss the analytical solution of the small strain elasto-viscoplastic deformation of a closed
cylindrical shell subjected to inner pressure P. The parameters such as Young’s modulus E, dynamic yield thresholds
(1þh)Y1 and (1þh)Y2, and viscosity Z can be estimated by using this analytical solution. Table 2 gives the summary of the
model parameters used in the FE analysis and the methods used for parameter estimation. Given experimental data, an
initial estimation of model parameters can be obtained by using the values and methods provided in Table 2. To obtain
better ﬁtting to the experimental data, FE simulation is needed to try and optimise the parameter estimation. Because3.30
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Table 2
Model parameters and estimation.
Hyperelasticity E (Young’s modulus of the
cell wall matrix)
Range from 1.5 to 5.0 GPa (converted from Fig. 6 by Proseus et al. (1999) according to the geometry
of wall). Can be estimated more precisely if experimental data for the elastic response is available
n (Possion’s ratio of the cell
wall matrix)
n¼0.3 estimated according to the hypothesis that the cell wall is a porous material (Proseus and
Boyer, 2005)
k1, k2 (microﬁbrils elastic
parameters)
(k1¼m(¼E/(2(1þn)), k2¼1.0. Estimated by using Young’s modulus of single cellulose microﬁbrils,
150.0 GPa (Iwamoto et al. 2009), and assuming the volume fraction of microﬁbrils to be about 1–3%
Viscoplasticity Y1, Y2 (static yield
parameters)
Range from 3.5 to 7.0 MPa (converted from turgor pressure threshold from 0.2 to 0.4 MPa (Cosgrove,
1986))
It is noted that, if the reference conﬁguration (t¼0) has an unknown history of growth during the
time interval t 2 1,0ð , values of Y1 and Y2 actually are the dynamic yield thresholds (1þh9t¼0)Y1
and (1þh9t¼0)Y2 with an unknown h9t¼0. The dynamic yield thresholds can be estimated by using
the method suggested in Appendix B if experimental data of growth rates under two different turgor
pressures are available. Our FE simulation shows that the dynamic yield thresholds range from 6.0 to
9.5 MPa which are higher than the corresponding static thresholds
Z (or Z0) (viscosity) Range from 1010 to 1013 Pa s, estimated from the experimental data of growth (curves of rate of
elongation vs. time which were reported by Proseus et al. (1999, 2006)) by using the method
suggested in Appendix B
h1, h2 (hardening parameters) h1E20.6 and h2E20.0. Obtained by numerical experiments to ﬁt the experimental data of the long-
term growth (Proseus and Boyer, 2006, Fig. 4). For the experimental data of a short-term growth
without obvious hardening, h1 can be smaller than 20.6 to obtain better ﬁtting
Q (activation energy)
T0 (model parameter)
Q¼50.0R (R is the gas constant) and T0¼0 1C.
Estimation method reported in Section 5.1.2
tc (characteristic time) tc ¼ 10s. Estimated according to the experimental data (Proseus et al., 1999, Fig. 2) where a time
interval of 10 s was short enough to keep natural growth negligible
R. Huang et al. / J. Mech. Phys. Solids 60 (2012) 750–783774different internode cells of Chara corallina were used in different experiments, the values of the parameters may be
different from one case study to the other.
5.2. Case studies of the cell wall growth
5.2.1. Case study 1: components of cell elongation: change in length of a cell wall when turgor pressure P is rapidly changed with
P pulses
In this case, the cell solution was injected using a pressure probe to increase P by 0.04 MPa in 10 s. P was kept at the new
level for 10 s and then returned to the original level (0.526 MPa) in 10 s. This process was repeated twice with 2 min between
each pulse as shown in Fig. 12(a). The P pulse produced both an elastic response and in vitro growth as reported by Proseus
et al. (1999, Fig. 2). Whether the in vitro growth is viscoplastic or viscoelastic is still an open question (Schopfer, 2006; Suslov
and Verbelen, 2006). However, in the time scale considered in the experiment, the in vitro growth reported by Proseus et al.
may be considered as a viscoplastic behaviour since it was clearly irreversible even long after the P pulse was removed.
The cell is initially 13 mm long. Young’s modulus of the cell wall matrix is chosen as E¼3.0 GPa and Possion’s ratio as
n¼0.3. The two parameters k and m in the hyperelastic response of the cell wall matrix are calculated by k¼E/(3(12n))
and m¼E/(2(1þn)), respectively. The parameters of the microﬁbrils’ elastic response are set as k1¼m and k2¼1.0. For the
viscoplastic response, the yield parameters, Y1 and Y2, are set as Y1¼Y2¼9.125 MPa. The viscosity is 1.268751011 Pa s.
Hardening parameters are taken as h1¼20.6 and h2¼20.0. For the purpose of demonstration, the ﬁtting process to obtain
the values of parameters was conducted manually in each case study in order to achieve a subjectively good ﬁt; more
sophisticated least-squares methods could be employed.
The FE solutions are shown in Fig. 12(b) compared with the experimental data (Proseus et al., 1999, Fig. 2B). The results
indicate that there are three components in the elongation of cell wall: (1) in vivo growth, (2) in vitro growth, and (3)
elastic response.
In Fig. 12(b), Part A of the elongation is the in vivo growth under constant turgor pressure. During this stage, _lvol exactly
matches _l to maintain a constant wall thickness. Part B of the elongation is an irreversible deformation mainly attributed
to the in vitro growth produced by the P pulse although the in vivo growth makes its contribution as well. As the
characteristic time tc is set large enough by comparison with the time interval (30 s) of the P pulse, the change of _lvol lags
far behind the change of _l during the in vitro growth (result not shown). Thus, although both are irreversible growth, Part
A and part B of the elongation can be distinguished from each other by whether the exact match between _lvol and _l is
violated. Finally, Fig. 12(b) shows part C of the elongation which is an elastic response.
It is noted that neither the elastic model nor the viscous model alone can represent the experimental observation in this
case study. Moreover, other existing models using the assumption of constant wall thickness cannot distinguish the rapid
in vitro growth from the in vivo growth in this experiment.
5.2.2. Case study 2: effects of turgor pressure changes: P steps for growing young cells and mature cells
Case study 1 has shown that a mix of in vivo growth and in vitro growth occurs under the rapid P pulses. To study the
effect of turgor pressure change on in vivo growth, in the reported experiment (Proseus et al., 1999, Fig. 3A) the P steps
were generated with a pressure probe by removing or injecting cell solution without changing the environment of the cell
as shown in Fig. 13(a) for a young cell. The original turgor pressure is 0.5 MPa at stage A. The turgor pressure decreases
from its original level down to 0.46 MPa at stage B. After keeping at this level for 30 min, the turgor pressure increases to
its original level at stage C.
The cell is initially 12 mm long. Young’s modulus of the cell wall matrix is chosen as E¼1.65 GPa and Possion’s ratio as
n¼0.3. The parameters of the elastic response of microﬁbrils are set as k1¼m and k2¼1.0. For the viscoplastic response,0
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R. Huang et al. / J. Mech. Phys. Solids 60 (2012) 750–783 775the yield parameters, Y1 and Y2, are set as Y1¼Y2¼6.125 MPa. The viscosity is 9.6777451012 Pa s. Hardening parameters
are taken as h1¼20.6 and h2¼20.0.
The FE solutions are shown in Fig. 13(b) compared with the experimental data (Proseus et al., 1999; Fig. 3B). The main
characteristics of the experimental observation are captured by the numerical solution, i.e. (a) instantaneous elastic
response for P steps and (b) change of growth rate at different P levels.
In contrast to case study 1 in which the P pulse was short enough to keep the in vivo growth negligible, in this case
study the turgor pressure was kept at the new levels long enough to indicate the relationship between turgor pressure and
in vivo growth. Corresponding to the changes of turgor pressure, the in vivo growth rate decreased from stage A to stage B,
and then resumed the original growth rate at stage C. Thus the experimental observation indicates that in vivo growth rate
can be regulated by turgor pressure. This observation is the experimental foundation of the mechanical modelling of cell
wall growth. However, we should bear in mind that in essence growth is controlled by the biological mechanisms and the
turgor pressure is just a passive driving force. As shown in the following study for a mature cell, the change of turgor
pressure cannot alter the absence of growth in a mature cell.
FE solutions for a mature cell are presented in Fig. 13(c) and (d). Young’s modulus of the cell wall matrix is chosen as
E¼2.0 GPa which is higher than that of a young cell as reported in Proseus et al. (1999, Fig. 8C and D). To represent the
non-growth behaviour of a mature cell, there are the two options in the present model: either raising the yield threshold
or raising the viscosity. The two options, although involving different mechanisms from the point of view of solid
mechanics, are capable of simulating the absence of cell wall loosening in a mature cell. Thus a higher yield threshold is set
as Y1¼Y2¼10 MPa for a mature cell but the viscosity is kept the same as for a young cell. The numerical results show that
the mature cell responds mainly in an elastic mode.
5.2.3. Case study 3: temperature effects
The Arrhenius equation of viscosity is suggested in Eq. (64) and the values of activation energy, Q, and parameter T0 are
calculated from the experimental data shown in Fig. 11. In order to verify this equation and the values of the parameters,
R. Huang et al. / J. Mech. Phys. Solids 60 (2012) 750–783776in this case study the turgor pressure is ﬁxed but the temperature has a temporal change as shown in Fig. 14(a). The data of
turgor pressure and temperature are adopted from the experimental results of Proseus and Boyer (2006, Fig. 7A and C).
The initial length of the cell is 12 mm. Young’s modulus of the cell wall matrix is chosen as E¼2.5 GPa and Possion’s
ratio as n¼0.3. The parameters of the elastic response of microﬁbrils are set as k1¼m and k2¼1.0. The yield parameters, Y1
and Y2, are set as Y1¼Y2¼6.25 MPa. The viscosity parameter Z0 in Eq. (64) is 2.79261011 Pa s. Hardening parameters are
taken as h1¼2.0 and h2¼20.0. Turgor pressure P is a constant 0.47 MPa.
The FE solutions are shown in Fig. 14(b) together with the corresponding experimental data (Proseus and Boyer, 2006,
Fig. 7B). The results indicate that the model can accurately represent the effect of temperature on the cell growth.5.2.4. Case study 4: separating elastic deformation from growth
In the experiments involving turgor pressure change by removal or injection of cell content or water, the growth occurs
simultaneously with stress-induced elastic deformation. The idea of separating the elastic deformation from growth is
based on the fact that at lower temperatures, e.g. 7 1C, growth vanishes but the elastic response is the same as at the higher
temperature, e.g. 23 1C. Thus by subtracting the deformation at the lower temperature from the total deformation at the
higher temperature, the growth at the higher temperature can be obtained.
In this case study, step changes in turgor pressure P (P steps) shown in Fig. 15(a) (Proseus et al., 1999, Fig. 8A) are
applied to cause instantaneous elastic deformation and change of growth rates. The responses of the cell wall when
subjected to P steps at two different temperatures, 23.7 1C and 7.3 1C, are studied.
The initial length of the cell is 12 mm. Young’s modulus of the cell wall matrix is chosen as E¼4.15 GPa and Possion’s
ratio as n¼0.3. The parameters of the elastic response of microﬁbrils are set as k1¼m and k2¼1.0. The yield parameters, Y1
and Y2, are set as Y1¼Y2¼8.0 MPa. The viscosity parameter Z0 in Eq. (64) is 3.717391012 Pa s. Hardening parameters are
taken as h1¼20.6 and h2¼20.0.0
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R. Huang et al. / J. Mech. Phys. Solids 60 (2012) 750–783 777The FE solutions are shown in Fig. 15(b) and (c) together with the corresponding experimental data (Proseus et al.,
1999, Fig. 8B and C) for comparison. The growth which is obtained by subtracting deformation at 7.3 1C from that at
23.7 1C, is shown in Fig. 15(d) together with the corresponding experimental data (Proseus et al., 1999, Fig. 8D). The FE
solutions show that the present model can represent the experimental observation of the cell wall growth as a ‘turgor
pressure–temperature’ interaction system.5.2.5. Case study 5: long-term growth
Proseus and Boyer (2006) reported the temporal data of growth of a Chara living cell and an isolated wall subjected to
constant turgor pressure during a time interval of about 20 h. The elongation against time curve of the living cell showed
an early stage of fast growth and a second stage of slower but sustainable growth. By contrast, the isolated wall showed a
short early stage of fast growth following by a second stage with negligible growth. To the authors’ knowledge, modelling
of this kind of experimental observation has not been reported elsewhere.
The model parameters for the living cell are given as follows. The initial length of the cell is 12 mm. Young’s modulus of
the cell wall matrix is chosen as E¼2.5 GPa and Possion’s ratio as n¼0.3. The parameters of the microﬁbrils elastic
response are set as k1¼m and k2¼1.0. The yield parameters, Y1 and Y2, are set as Y1¼Y2¼5.9 MPa. The viscosity parameter
Z is 2.02531012 Pa s. Turgor pressure P is a constant 0.5 MPa. Hardening parameters are taken as h1¼20.6 and h2¼20.0.
For the isolated wall, all the parameters are the same as those of the living cell except that h1¼66.0 and h2¼0.0.
It is noted that Zhu and Boyer (1992) also reported earlier their observations on similar experiments. In contrast to the
observation reported by Proseus and Boyer (2006), there was no perceivable hardening taking place in Zhu and Boyer’s
experiment. To model Zhu and Boyer’s experimental observation, the viscosity parameter Z is taken as 1.45361013 Pa s,
and hardening parameter h2 as 200.0. The initial length of the cell is 21 mm. All other parameters have the same values as
those used in modelling the Proseus and Boyer’s experiment (2006).
The numerical FE solutions are shown in Fig. 16 together with the corresponding experimental data (Proseus and Boyer,
2006, Fig. 4; Zhu and Boyer, 1992, Fig. 3(D)). In Fig. 16, the growth of the living cells shows sustainable growth with a
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R. Huang et al. / J. Mech. Phys. Solids 60 (2012) 750–783778steady growth rate either after a transfer from a stage A of fast elongation to a stage B of slower elongation or without any
transfer. By contrast, the isolated wall stops growing after a very short stage of fast growth. The FE solutions show that the
present model can represent these experimental observations by using the simple hardening law from Eq. (85).
The difference between the experiments reported by Zhu and Boyer (1992) and Proseus and Boyer (2006) may be
explained by the environmental conditions of the cells. In Proseus and Boyer’s experiment, the cell might have been kept
under suboptimal conditions leading to a declining growth rate. Bearing in mind that our hardening law (85) is based on
the mechanism of interplay between cell wall and its environment, our model of living cell growth represents the effect of
the environment on different experiments through the plastic hardening law.
It is noted that, to represent the decrease of growth rate in a long-term growth, there is a so-called multi-net growth
model which holds that, as the cell elongates, microﬁbrils rotate passively, becoming progressively aligned towards the
longitudinal axis to strengthen the cell wall in that direction (except those that are precisely transverse) (Marga et al.,
2005). Thus stiffening in the multi-net growth model was based on a ﬁbre-dominated mechanism, essentially different
from the matrix-dominated mechanism in the hardening law of the present model. The multi-net model seems unable to
account for the observations of growth of living cells reported by Proseus and Boyer (2006) because no re-orientations of
microﬁbrils were reported and Proseus et al. proposed a hardening mechanism based on molecular mechanisms of cross-
links (Proseus et al., 1999; Proseus and Boyer, 2006) consistent with the present hardening law. It is unlikely that a cell
that has grown from an initial length of a few millimetres to a length of 12 mm and that potentially still has a few tens of
millimetres to grow before reaching its full length would undergo rapid wall stiffening resulting from microﬁbrils rotation
at the time when an experiment is being performed. Therefore, we consider that a matrix-dominated viscoplastic
hardening, rather than a microﬁbrils-dominated multi-net hypothesis, is sufﬁcient to account for the hardening in the
present numerical study.
Moreover, a multi-net model, which predicts that if the initial alignment of the microﬁbrils is not perfectly aligned in
the transverse direction, the rotation of microﬁbrils towards the longitudinal direction will reduce the growth rate of cell
wall, which contradicts the prevailing biological hypothesis that the build-up of shear during microﬁbrils rotation
(slippage) should favour the wall expansion (Cosgrove, 1986). Again, the microﬁbrils-dominated multi-net hypothesis
shows inconsistency with the matrix-dominated mechanism of wall expansion. This contradiction can be addressed
straightforwardly by using the present model. The driving force of wall expansion in our model is not the loosely-deﬁned
shear but the Spencer’s deviatoric stress as deﬁned in Eqs. (38) and (39). Spencer’s deviatoric stress indicates that there is
no driving force of growth in the microﬁbrils direction (Eqs. (40) and (41)). Therefore, even though there may be a build-up
of shear during growth, the driving force of expansion would decrease as the microﬁbrils rotate towards a direction
aligning with the longitudinal direction, which addresses the contradiction raised by the multi-net model.6. Conclusions
How the plant expands its cell walls to grow while maintaining sufﬁcient strength and the role of mechanics in this
expansive growth are the central challenges in integrative biology. Constitutive modelling is the vital step to understand
and analyse this problem. A unique characteristic of the constitutive behaviours in the cell wall growth by comparison
with engineering materials, such as metals, is the indispensable interplay at different scales between the turgor-pressure-
driven expansion and the new material deposition.
R. Huang et al. / J. Mech. Phys. Solids 60 (2012) 750–783 779From the point of view of bottom-up design, mechanism-based modelling using microstructural properties is an
important method to understand cell wall growth. However, considering the complexity of the microstructure of cell wall,
whose details are largely unknown to date, phenomenological modelling is an indispensable method for understanding the
role of mechanics at the cell and tissue scales. Different from empirical modelling which is based on ﬁtting data, our
phenomenological constitutive modelling is based on a rigorous framework of solid mechanics, deliberately guided by the
existing biological hypotheses and experimental observations, and can provide insight into the role of mechanics in cell
wall growth at cell scale.
A ﬁbre-reinforced hyperelastic–viscoplastic model is presented to cover some important characteristics of the
expansive growth of the cell walls. The kinematics of multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient is
introduced into the model to bridge the gap between cell wall modelling and plasticity theory. The cellulose microﬁbrils
are considered explicitly in the anisotropic model to represent their roles in regulating speciﬁc growth directions. Unlike
existing elastic or viscous models in which the tensile modulus of cellulose microﬁbrils must be far greater than that of the
wall matrix, the present model avoids this loosely deﬁned constraint by introducing an assumption of decomposition of
growth based on experimental observations. Using the decomposition of growth, we suggest a set of yield functions and a
ﬂow rule to clarify the mechanical mechanisms of the in vivo anisotropic growth of cell wall. The interplays between
expansive growth and new material deposition are discussed at both molecular and macroscopic scales. The interplay
model at a molecular scale yields a mechanism-based hardening law which distinguishes a living cell from an isolated wall
without using biological variables. This sheds a new light into the modelling of interplay between wall-yielding and wall-
stiffening which play a key role in regulating a sustainable growth. The effect of temperature is also taken into account in
the model by using an Arrhenius equation.
The model is formulated in a ﬁnite strain format and a numerical scheme is presented, which is applicable to nonlinear
FE analysis. The model is incorporated in a user-subroutine in the ABAQUSs FE code, and applied to ﬁve case studies
reﬂecting different aspects of Chara cell growth. The results show that the model is capable of describing the interplay
among growth, turgor pressure and temperature, as justiﬁed by the FE solutions which show good ﬁtting of experimental
data. As a phenomenological model representing general characteristics of the cell walls, the present constitutive model
can be applied to the numerical modelling of other plants if experimental data are available.Acknowledgement
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Let w be an entity standing for tensor, vector or scalar. By taking derivative of Eq. (56) with respect to w we obtain
@y
@w ¼ W1
@J1
@w þW2
@J2
@w þWh
@h
@w ðA1Þ
where
W1 ¼ ðY21ðyY22Þ2=WDÞ, W2 ¼ Y22ðyY21Þ2=WD, Wh ¼ðyY21Þ2ðyY22Þ2=WD ðA2Þ
in which
WD ¼ 2fð1þhÞðyY21ÞðyY22Þð2yY21Y22ÞJ1Y21ðyY22ÞJ2Y22ðyY21Þg: ðA3Þ
Using the chain rule and substituting Eq. (A1) into the derivative of the distance function f with respect to w yields
@f
@w
¼ @f
@J1
þW1
@f
@y
 !
@J1
@w
þ @f
@J2
þW2
@f
@y
 !
@J2
@w
þWh
@f
@y
@h
@w
ðA4Þ
in which
@f
@J1
¼ y
2
2fðY21yÞ2
,
@f
@J2
¼ y
2
2fðY22yÞ2
,
@f
@y
¼ f
y
þ y
2
f
J1
ðY21yÞ3
þ J2
ðY22yÞ3
 !
: ðA5Þ
With the general Eq. (A4), the remaining work is to calculate the explicit expressions of @J1=@w, @J2=@w and qh/qw with
respect to a given entity w.
The following discussion is restricted to the case in which w¼Dln. The expression of qh/qDln is trivial considering the
hardening law Eq. (78) and the update format in Eq. (105). So only @J1=@Dln and @J2=@Dln are discussed here. In the
following calculation, all the variables refer to discrete time tnþ1.
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@J1
@Dln
¼ 2
la
@a
@Dln
UðCSDEVCSDEVCaÞþ 2
la
aU
@C
@Dln
S
DEV
CS
DEV
Ca
 !
þ 2
la
aU C
@S
DEV
@Dln
CS
DEV
Ca
 !
þ 1
la
aU CS
DEV @C
@Dln
S
DEV
Ca
 !
ðA6Þ
and
@J2
@Dln
¼ 2 @C
@Dln
: S
DEV
CS
DEV
h i
þ2C : SDEVC @S
DEV
@Dln
" #
ðA7Þ
in which the expressions for @a=@Dln, @C=@Dln and @S
DEV
=@Dln need to be worked out. The fact that the stretch of ﬁbre, la
(deﬁned in Eq. (5)), is ﬁxed during the plastic corrector stage is used in the process of calculation. This fact is the natural
result of the plastic inextensibility assumption of the microﬁbrils.
First, by using Eqs. (100) and (103), @a=@Dln is obtained as
@a
@Dln
¼ Rna0: ðA8Þ
Second by using Eqs. (100)–(102), the expression of @C=@Dln is obtained as
@C
@Dln
¼½DFgnT ðRn½DFgnTC
trial
nþ1þC
trial
nþ1½DFgn1RnÞ½DFgn1 ðA9Þ
where the tensor C
trial
nþ1 is deﬁned as
C
trial
nþ1 ¼ FgTn Cnþ1Fg1n : ðA10Þ
It is noted that in the return-mapping algorithm, the total strain Cnþ1 on the right-hand side of Eq. (A10) is computed
from the elastic trial solution (elastic predictor) and is ﬁxed during the plastic corrector stage. It can be proved that C
trial
nþ1 is
exactly the elastic trial solution of the elastic right Cauchy–Green tensor.
Third, the derivative of Spencer’s deviatoric stress tensor with respect to Dln is
@S
DEV
@Dln
¼ @S
@Dln
þ 1
2
1
la
@:S:a
@Dln
 @TrS
@Dln
( )
C
1þ 1
2
1
la
:S:aTrS
 
@C
1
@Dln
þ 1
2
1
la
 3
la
@:S:a
@Dln
þ @TrS
@Dln
( )
A
þ 1
2
1
la
 3
la
:S:aþTrS
 
@A
@Dln
: ðA11Þ
The expressions of (1) @S=@Dln, (2) @A=@Dln, (3) @C
1
=@Dln, (4) @JSJa=@Dln and (5) @TrS=@Dlnin Eq. (A11) are given as
follows:(1) Using the hyperelastic constitutive law in Table 1, we obtain
@S
@Dln
¼ 1
2
C :
@C
@Dln
þ2k1J2=3a2DEV
@A
@Dln
" #
: ðA12Þ(2) By substituting Eq. (A8) into the expression
@A
@Dln
¼ @a
@Dln
 aþa @a
@Dln
, ðA13Þ
@A=@Dln is obtained.
(3) By using Eq. (23) and the chain rule, @C
1
=@Dln is given as
@C
1
@Dln
¼I
C
1 :
@C
@Dln
ðA14Þ
where the term @C=@Dlnis reported in Eq. (A9).
(4) Taking the derivative of JSJawith respect to Dln, we obtain
@:S:a
@Dln
¼ 2 @a
@Dln
UðCSCaÞþ2aU @C
@Dln
SCa
 !
þaU C @S
@Dln
Ca
 !
ðA15Þ
in which @a=@Dln, @C=@Dlnand @S=@Dln are shown in Eqs. (A8), (A9), and (A12), respectively.
(5) By taking the derivative of JSJawith respect to Dln, the expression of @TrS=@Dln is obtained as
@TrS
@Dln
¼ @S
@Dln
: CþS : @C
@Dln
: ðA16Þ
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DEV
=@Dln is obtained. By using Eqs. (A6) andSu
(A7), the expression of @S
DEV
=@Dln together with Eqs. (A8) and (A9) leads to the explicit expression of @J1=@Dln and@J2=@Dln. Consequently the explicit expression of qf/qDln is obtained from Eq. (A4).
Appendix B: Estimation of model parameters by using the analytical solution of a simple model
The cell is treated as an isotropic closed cylindrical shell subjected to inner pressure P (turgor pressure). The small
strain elasto-plastic deformation of a closed cylindrical shell has been fully studied in the literature (Lubliner, 1990). The
stress distribution in the cylindrical part in a cylindrical coordinate system (r,y,z) is
sr ¼ ~P
b2
r2
1
 !
, sy ¼ ~P
b2
r2
þ1
 !
, sz ¼ ~P ðB1Þ
where ~P ¼ P=ðb2=a21Þ, a and b are the inner radius and outer radius, respectively. By using Eqs. (38) and (B1) and setting
a¼ ar ay az
 T ¼ 0 1 0 T , the spatial Spencer’s deviatoric stress sdev is calculated as
sdev ¼ J
~P
2
b2
r2
Diag 1,0,1½  ðB2Þ
where Diag½,  , denotes a diagonal tensor. By substituting Eq. (B2) into Eqs. (42) and (43), the two invariants of sdev are
given as
~J1 ¼ 0, ~J2 ¼ J2
~P
2
2
b4
r4
: ðB3Þ
As ~J1ð ¼ J1Þ vanishes, the quartic Eq. (55) degrades to a nontrivial quadratic format as
ð1þhÞðyY22Þ2~J2Y22 ¼ 0: ðB4Þ
Solving Eq. (B4) we obtain y. By substituting y and Eq. (B3) into Eq. (55), the overstress function (m¼1) is obtained as
fdev ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
~J2
q
ð1þhÞY2: ðB5Þ
By using Eqs. (B3), (B5), and (68), a direct calculation of @f=@s gives the plastic ﬂow direction as
symRn ¼ @fdev
@s
¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
~J2
q sdev ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p Diag 1,0,1½ : ðB6Þ
Let symRn ¼ symRn in small strain. By substituting Eqs. (B5) and (B6) into Eq. (63) and (77) and taking _lvol ¼ _lla ¼ 0, the
plastic strain rate is obtained as
Dg ¼Dg ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
~J2
q
ð1þhÞY2ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
Z
Diag 1,0,1½ : ðB7Þ
Thus the longitudinal plastic strain rate, i.e. rate of elongation of cell wall, is
Dgz ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
~J2
q
ð1þhÞY2

  ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
Z: ðB8Þ
The viscoplastic parameters of the model can be estimated from Eq. (B8), as generally the data of elongation of cell wall
are the only kind of data available. If data of an experimental data involving a change of turgor pressure P is available, the
following estimation of parameters can be carried out. Given two rates of elongation, e.g. Dgz/1S and D
g
z/2S, under two
different turgor pressures, P/1S and P/2S, the parameters of viscoplasticity can be obtained by using Eq. (B8) as
ð1þhÞY2 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
~J2/1S
q
ðDgz/1S=Dgz/2SÞ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
~J2/2S
q
1ðDgz/1S=Dgz/2SÞ
, Z¼ ð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
~J2/1S
q
 1þhð ÞY2Þ=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
Dgz/1S: ðB9Þ
It is noted that the dynamic yield threshold, (1þh)Y2, can be estimated by this method. Besides the viscoplastic
parameters, Young’s modulus E can be estimated from the instantaneous response of elongation to the change of turgor
pressure.
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